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Glossary
Abbreviation

Description

AMS

Aboriginal Medical Service

Basin Plan

Murray–Darling Basin Plan

MDBA

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

MLDRIN

Murray Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations

NBAN

Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations

STOs

Senior Traditional Owners

TOs

Traditional Owners

TSRs

Travelling Stock Routes

WRP

Water Resource Plan

WSP

Water Sharing Plan

Notes on terminology
First Nations is used to refer to the original owners of what we now term Australia, as individuals,
communities and nations. It is used in preference to the generic terms ‘Aboriginal’ and
‘Indigenous’, which deny the diversity of Australia’s original inhabitants. The term ‘First Nations’
acknowledges the specific jurisdiction that individual nation groups have over certain areas of
Country across Australia.
Ngemba, as recommended by the Ngemba Nation Organiser and used for Native Title, is the
name for the people and nation consulted for this report.
Traditional Owners is the term ‘used to refer to those with recognised cultural authority to speak
for Country’, as suggested by the Murray Darling Basin Authority. ‘Senior Traditional Owners’ has
been used for those with respected senior authority within certain areas or families, as identified by
the Ngemba Nation Organiser in this consultation. They are sometimes also labelled ‘knowledge
holders’ or ‘elders’.
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1. Executive summary
This report outlines the process and findings of consultation undertaken with the Ngemba Nation
for the development of Water Resource Plans (WRPs) in New South Wales, for accreditation by
the Murray Darling Basin Authority, under requirements of Chapter 10 of the Murray Darling Basin
Plan. It outlines the consultation process and methodology, making recommendations for future
consultation with First Nations people. It presents findings on the objectives and outcomes of the
Ngemba people for the management of their water-dependent values and uses. The report was
prepared by consultants, Dhirranggal Solutions, on behalf of NSW Department of Industry.

1.1. Consultation methodology
The consultation process adhered to the Murray Darling Basin Plan Part 14 Guidelines for meeting
Basin Plan Chapter 10 requirements. These recommended following a nation-based model for
WRP consultation. Ngemba Nation boundaries cross over three Surface Water and three Ground
Water WRPs. The process was underpinned by eight principles, developed by Dhirranggal
Solutions, for culturally appropriate consultation: Respect for the Contemporary Cultural
Framework; Flexibility; Collaboration; Quality Assurance; Clear Communication; Building Tangible
Outcomes; Inclusivity and Accessibility; and Indigenous Data Sovereignty. Qualitative research
methods employed include participant-centred research and generic thematic analysis.

1.2. Consultation process and recommendations
The process followed Dhirranggal Solutions’ ‘Four Phase Culturally Appropriate Consultation
Methodology’. Phase 1 (Design and Development) included development of consultation tools and
participant identification. Seven Senior Traditional Owners were interviewed in Phase 2
(Preparation). Themes and suggestions gathered in interviews were used to inform workshops in
Phase 3: (Consultation). Workshops were held on the 31 October in Brewarrina and the 1
November in Bourke with 13 Ngemba participants, including some previously interviewed. During
Phase 4 (Analysis and Review), interview and workshop participants were invited to comment on
the draft report. Successful outcomes included a total of 15 Ngemba people consulted,
representing a broad set of families; the use of data agreements to safeguard First Nations Cultural
Knowledge; engagement with a nation-based traditional governance model; and comprehensive
findings. Participants gave positive feedback about new nation-based consultation processes.
Recommendations for each phase suggest improvements for future consultations.
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Table 1. Summary of key recommendations for consultation process
Key recommendations for consultation process
Phase 1:
Design
Phase 2 and 3:
Preparation and consultation

Investigate longer-term possibilities for data storage
and obtaining permissions.
Continue to involve Department of Planning, Industry
and Environment staff from different levels and roles
in phases 2 and 3, including in On Country visits.
Nation Organiser introduce NBAN, its governance
structures and delegate roles in both Phase 2 and 3,
either in person or through an information sheet.
Engage a local community organiser for each Phase
3 workshop for earlier planning with Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment staff.

Phase 4:
Review

Offer face-to-face or email options for review: face to
face is very important for Senior Traditional Owners.
Continue to build trust and respect cultural authority
with this review phase.

1.3. Findings: Themes
Analysis of the qualitative data gathered drew connections between recurring codes and
subcategories. Data was arranged in five themes: Healthy Country and People; Cultural Continuity
and Revival; Custodianship and Jurisdiction; Equity, Redress and Compensation; and Partnerships
and Communications. These themes represent issues in water planning and management from a
Ngemba perspective. As custodians of the Ngunnhu (fishtraps) on the Barwon River, Ngemba
people take their Custodianship very seriously, feeling a sense of responsibility for all people on
their Country and in neighbouring Nations. Their worldview integrates elements of people, place
and Country, placing water in an interconnected relationship with all things.

1.4. Findings: Categories
The consultation set out to determine Ngemba water-dependent values and uses; the impacts on
and risks to these; and objectives and outcomes for their protection. The table below summarises
the key findings.
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Table 2. Summary of key findings: Categories
Key findings: Categories
Values

Water as life; healthy water system; interconnectedness; Cultural Identity;
spirituality; community; historical connections; responsibilities; inherent rights;
cultural authority; Ngurumpaa (homelands) – traditional and contemporary;
ownership; water allocations; tangible outcomes; consultation; First Nations
governance; biodiversity; water bodies

Uses

indicators; cultural science; cultural sites; medicine trees and edible plants;
economic; cultural practices; Language; social; recreational; domestic; health
and wellbeing; bush tucker; hunting/gathering

Risks

invasive species; unnatural flows and levels; colonisation; unrecognised First
Nations governance; dispossession; unrecognised jurisdiction; poor resourcing;
industry; water allocations; monitoring and compliance practices; infrastructure;
lack of information; government policies and practices; cultural difference;
consultation practices

Impacts

damaged Country; less biodiversity; poor water quality; impacted water bodies;
water system impact; poor health and wellbeing; damaged cultural sites; less
bush tucker; less cultural practices; less social and recreation activities; loss of
identity; lack of access; less use of language
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Key findings: Categories
Objectives

Clean, healthy water in a flowing, connected system.
Native animals and fish in and near waterways are protected, healthy and
increase in population.
Health and wellbeing of the Ngemba community and its people.
Waterways used for cultural practices, including transfer of knowledge.
Cultural sites, including the Ngunnhu (fish traps), are protected and mapped,
with access granted.
Ngemba ownership of their lands and waters, managed through a cultural
governance model.
Ngemba people are employed in water management in roles including
conservation and monitoring.
The Ngemba people have control over their water interests to continue their
role as custodians.
The Ngemba Nation is given its own water allocation for greater equity.
Ngemba economic interests are encouraged and supported and cultural flows
granted.
Effective partnerships built between Ngemba Nation and other water
stakeholders, including First Nations.
Partnerships between government and Ngemba Nation raise cultural
awareness.
Ngemba people are informed clearly and consistently about water policy,
planning and practices.
The Ngemba Nation has representation within Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment for effective consultation and co-management.
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2. Terms of reference
2.1. Murray–Darling Basin Plan Guidelines
The consultation process was informed by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) guidelines
for meeting the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan) (Chapter 10) requirements in relation to
Aboriginal peoples’ objectives and outcomes for water.1 As outlined in Basin Plan Section 10.52:
Objectives and Outcomes based on Indigenous Values and Uses, Water Resource Plans (WRPs)
need to ‘identify the objectives and outcomes desired by Aboriginal people that relate to the
management and use of water resources’ …‘through appropriate consultation with relevant
Aboriginal organisations’. (p. 4) The MDBA Part 14 guidelines suggest appropriate consultation
processes to ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account and consider
how the Akwe: Kon Guidelines might be applied in the context of water resource planning. The
Part 14 Guidelines have shaped the Ngemba Nation consultation process and are referred to
throughout this document.
The MDBA, Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations (NBAN) and the Murray Lower Darling Rivers
Indigenous Nations (MLDRIN) encourage a nation-based approach to consultation. As noted in the
MDBA Part 14 Guidelines, ‘Aboriginal Nation boundaries mostly don’t correspond with State
Boundaries.’ (p. 5) Figures 1 and 2 show the area within which the Ngemba Nation sits, indicating
the boundaries of WRP surface water and ground water areas respectively and listing Nations
within each. Based on these maps, developed by NBAN and MLDRIN, findings from the Ngemba
consultation will be used in the following WRPs:



Surface Water WRPs: Macquarie-Castlereagh, Barwon-Darling watercourse, Intersecting
Streams
Ground Water WRPs: Darling Alluvium, Lachlan and South Western Fractured Rock, NSW
Great Artesian Basin Shallow.

2.2. Roles
Dhirranggal Solutions was engaged as a First Nations Stakeholder Consultant to provide
consultation with traditional owners of the Ngemba Nation. The consultants worked in collaboration
with the NSW Department of Industry Principal Aboriginal Cultural Liaison Officer, NSW
Department of Industry Aboriginal Staff and the Ngemba Nation Organiser with the following role
descriptions:
The First Nations Stakeholder Consultant shares a cultural bond with traditional owners. They
conduct high value/high trust face-to-face talks with traditional owners and participate in
subsequent workshops.
The NSW Department of Industry Principal Aboriginal Cultural Liaison Officer coordinates all
indigenous staff and consultant activities and ensures that knowledge gained is properly
considered in developed state-wide strategies and policies.
NSW Department of Industry Aboriginal Cultural Officers and the Aboriginal Senior Policy
Officer (Native Title) ensure all issues and options are identified and taken forward into
appropriate analysis and further consultation. They ensure the knowledge gained ultimately
contributes to development of Water Resource Plans, Water Sharing Plans, Flood Plain
Management Plans and Water Quality Management Plans. They coordinate workshop logistics
including invitations, venue bookings, catering, developing the agenda, taking minutes and
reporting to the executive.
Nation Organisers are engaged by NSW Department of Industry to chair traditional owner
workshops and coordinate with Planners the expectations prior to each workshop.
1

Murray Darling Basin Authority, ‘Water Resource Plans: Part 14 Guidelines’, MDBA Pub. No. 30/17,
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/D17-6996-WRP-requirements-Part-14-Aboriginal.pdf. Viewed 5 May 2018.
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2.3. Scope of work
First Nations Stakeholder Consultants were given the following brief prior to the consultation
process. First Nations Stakeholder Consultants will:











work with NSW Department of Industry to identify and prioritise Nations they will be working
with, based on the WRP delivery schedule.
work with NSW Department of Industry to build a list of key stakeholders for each Nation,
identifying all senior traditional owners and custodians to be consulted, providing
appropriate references for how this was constructed.
work with NSW Department of Industry staff to prepare a checklist and questions, prior to
the face-to-face meetings.
with NSW Department of Industry staff, visit and engage with all key stakeholders face-toface. They will describe the engagement process we are seeking to undertake, supported
by appropriate presentation and communications material prepared by NSW Department of
Industry.
at the face-to-face meetings, seek traditional owner agreement to attend and contribute to a
one-day workshop.
at the face-to-face meetings, identify the values traditional owners hold and how they wish
to see them translated into Water Resource Plan objectives.
brief the Nation Organiser and NSW Department of Industry management on the outcomes
of the face-to-face meetings, and traditional owner expectations in advance of each
workshop, so that workshop format can be tailored to suit each Nation.
play a key role in the one-day workshops in coordination with the Organiser to foster
productive and open discussion of proposed values and objectives.
following each workshop, prepare a final consultation report identifying and prioritising key
values, objectives and themes for the Nation.
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3. Methodology
The methodology for this consultation takes a nation-based approach. It has been developed from
Dhirranggal Solutions’ ‘Principles for Culturally Appropriate Nation-based Consultation’. These
principles are supported by a commitment to the practice of Indigenous Data Sovereignty and the
use of qualitative research practices, including participant-centred research and generic thematic
analysis.

3.1. Principles for culturally appropriate Nation-based
consultation
Dhirranggal Solutions has previously developed eight principles (Figure 1) as a guide to Culturally
Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation.

Figure 1. Principles for culturally appropriate Nation-based consultation (© Dhirranggal Solutions
2017)

The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines can be mapped against these Principles for Culturally Appropriate
Nation-Based consultation. Best Practice Methods employed to ensure the principles and
guidelines were followed come from accepted culturally appropriate practices and protocols for
engaging with First Nations people, as outlined in the table on the following page.
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Table 3. Culturally appropriate consultation principles
Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Best-practice methods employed

Respect for Contemporary Cultural Framework

‘MDBA’s expectation is for the consultation to give
focus to the Traditional Owners who are associated
with a Water Resource Plan area’ (p. 4)









Flexibility

The ‘consultation process is designed to take into
account the broad views and desires of TOs’ (6)
‘Use of appropriate tools and mechanisms for
recording and understanding Aboriginal objectives
and outcomes’ (5)
‘Confirm preferred participation methods at the start
of discussions with local TOs’ (5)








Nation-based consultation approach
Nation organiser guides participant
identification and cultural protocol
Respect internal governance structures –
‘Nation business is nation business.’
Respect for Senior Traditional Owners
Seek permissions and introductions
Support from wider cultural network
Respect for contemporary First Nations
governance and businesses
Recognise different needs of individuals,
communities and nation
Customise consultation tools - offering
walks on Country, photo documentary,
narrative style responses or guided
questioning
Give choice and control over the recording,
use and storage of data
Give options for locations and times
Allow timeframes to shift and change
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Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Best-practice methods employed

Collaboration

‘Collaboration and cooperation are typical enabling
tools for achieving an extension of positive results’
(6)
‘A shared understanding of key terms is agreed and
applied with TOs for the purpose of the
consultation.’ (5)









Quality Assurance



Present ‘a fair-minded and balanced reflection of
information provided’ (9)
Allocate ‘sufficient time and resources to ensure
thorough efforts to identify and engage all relevant
stakeholders.’ (p. 7)







Collaboration between Traditional Owners,
Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment, the Nation Organiser and
Dhirranggal Solutions
Consultants and Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment work consistently
with the Nation Organiser to ensure cultural
protocol is followed
Senior Traditional Owners interviews shape
workshops (participant-guided research)
Workshops are collaboratively facilitated
Work together to define key terms and
understandings
Ensure information comes with culturally
appropriate jurisdiction
Conduct face-to-face interviews with Senior
TOs first
Senior TOs review drafts
Categorise data consistently by location
and participant type
Use generic thematic analysis to collate
findings
Engage culturally appropriate consultants
with experience with grassroots
communities
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Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Best-practice methods employed

Clear Communication

‘Clear information about water resource planning
processes and content is provided to Traditional
Owners.’ (p. 5)









Building Tangible Outcomes

‘Includes information that goes a step further
…about how outcomes for Aboriginal values and
uses can be strengthened’ (6)






Inclusivity and Accessibility

Ensure ‘comprehensive participation, opportunity for
all relevant stakeholders to speak and have
respectful acknowledgement of points of view’ (9)
‘Consultation with relevant Aboriginal organisations’
(6)







Give information in diverse formats (hard
copy maps, Google maps, video,
PowerPoint, information sheets) and
appropriate language
Use workshops to present information
about water planning
Water planners present at workshops
Appropriate lead-in time and interviewing
Senior Traditional Owners builds
community awareness about the
consultation
Data agreements explain purpose and
scope of the consultation.
Ensure values and uses are translated into
clear objectives and outcomes
Give voice recordings and photos to Senior
TOs for future use
Develop a nation-based stakeholder list for
future consultations
Set up a communication channel between
Nation groups and Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment Aboriginal
representatives.
Offer workshops in different locations
Choose culturally appropriate venues
Provide upfront travel funding
Provide choice of interview venue for
Senior TOs
Read draft report in person to Senior TOs
for review
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Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Best-practice methods employed

Indigenous Data Sovereignty

‘Use of appropriate tools and mechanisms for
recording and understanding Aboriginal objectives
and outcomes’ (5)






Give voice recordings and photos back to
Senior TOs
Use data use agreements with all
participants
Define and protect First Nations Cultural
Knowledge
Assist in development of culture-smart data
for development of Ngemba Data
Sovereignty
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3.2. Nation-based approach
The consultation methodology enables First Nations people to continue their traditional roles as
custodians. A Nation-based approach, encouraged by the MDBA, NBAN and MLDRIN, sustains
the presence of individual Nations and allows them to contribute to Water Resource Plans within
the context of their cultural boundaries. With this approach, First Nations can assist government to
make better decisions in water planning.
Governance structures of First Nations are complex and continuing to build processes for engaging
with government. The engagement approach taken was guided by MDBA, NBAN, MLDRIN and
accepted cultural protocols. It relied on the Ngemba Nation Organiser and NBAN representative,
Feli McHughes. MDBA states that 'the term 'Traditional Owners’ is used to refer to those with
recognised cultural authority to speak for Country' (3) and guides States to identify appropriate
Traditional Owners for consultation. The use of the Nation Organisers as guides is grounded in
widely accepted cultural protocol and lore which determines that only internal representatives have
the cultural authority to speak on a Nation’s internal governance structures, guide consultative
processes and identify Senior Traditional Owners. Dhirranggal consultant, Jason Ford, gave
additional cultural advice, as a Senior Ngemba Traditional Owner himself, acting as a participant
researcher.

3.3. Indigenous data sovereignty
Part of a culturally appropriate consultation framework acknowledges the rights First Nations
people have over their own knowledge, articulated internationally in the Indigenous Data
Sovereignty movement. Indigenous Data Sovereignty is ‘the management of information in the way
that is consistent with the laws, practices and customs of nation-states’.2 This movement is
growing nationally too, with the understanding that localised data, controlled and accessed by First
Nations people ‘can be part of the solution for Indigenous disadvantage’ in Australia. 3 Local data
can support local planning if it is ‘culture-smart’, ‘requiring internal mandate from groups that, in
turn, enables internally-informed decision-making as the essence of sovereignty.’4
The contract signed between Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry was
negotiated to include the following definition of First Nations Cultural Knowledge:
Accumulated knowledge which encompasses spiritual relationships, relationships with the natural
environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and relationships between people,
which are reflected in language, narratives, social organisation, values, beliefs, and cultural laws
and customs.
Consultants are required to identify any First Nations Cultural Knowledge gathered during the
consultation. This can only be used for specific purposes in the accreditation of WRPs. Ngemba
participants read through data use agreements which made them aware of the purpose of the
research and the use of their knowledge, and signed consent forms, giving them options for the
recording and storage of their individual data. Senior Traditional Owners interviewed are given
back their raw interview data for their own storage and purposes.

2

Snipp in Kukutai, T, and Taylor, J. ‘Indigenous data sovereignty and indicators: Reflections from Australia and Aotearoa New
Zealand.’Paper presented at the UNPFII Expert Group Meeting on ‘The Way Forward: Indigenous Peoples and the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development’, UnitedNations, HQ, New York, Oct 22nd-23rd, 2015, p. 7.
3
The Australia and New Zealand School of Government. ‘Professor Ian Anderson to lead discussion of Indigenous data issues at
ANZSOG/AIHW Conference.’ 23 February 2018. https://www.anzsog.edu.au/resource-library/news-media/better-data-indigenousdisadvantage-ian-anderson Viewed 9 May 2018
4
Taylor, J. and Kuktai, T. ‘Report to the Academy of the Social Sciences of Australia on the Workshop Data Sovereignty for Indigenous
th
th
Peoples: Current Practices and Future Needs. 9 -10 July 2015.
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58e9b10f9de4bb8d1fb5ebbc/t/59130192bebafb40ee63a221/1494417811584/Data+Sovereignty+f
or+Indigenous+People.pdf, Viewed December 2018.
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3.4. Qualitative research methods
The consultation was guided throughout by best practice principles for qualitative research,
aligning with the principles of Culturally Appropriate Nation-based Consultation and the MDBA Part
14 Guidelines. Ethical considerations included the de-identification of data and principles of Free,
Prior and Informed Consent. These align with general considerations in the Akwe: Kon Guidelines:




prior, informed consent of the affected indigenous and local communities;
ownership, protection and control of traditional knowledge; and
the need for transparency. (MDBA, p. 3)

Data Use Agreements and Participant Consent Forms defined the consultation process for
participants as a sign to First Nations people that they and their knowledge are being treated with
respect.
The research process was participant-directed, with Senior Traditional Owner face-to-face
interviews shaping the research design. This two-pronged approach was recommended by the
MDBA. Data was collected with a multimodal approach and questions encouraged open, narrative
responses, in line with the principle of flexibility and MDBA guidelines to ‘use appropriate tools and
mechanisms for recording and understanding Aboriginal objectives and outcomes.’ (5) A generic
thematic analysis of both interview and workshop data was used to ‘provide a fair-minded
representation of information and knowledge gained through the consultation process,’ as guided
by MDBA. (4) A review process also ensured accuracy of reporting. Research methods employed
formalise often-unrecognised internal cultural governance structures and leadership as frameworks
with which to engage in this nation-based model.

3.5. Review of existing literature
As much of the historical and contemporary literature about Ngemba and other First Nations
people has been written from a colonial perspective or without culturally appropriate consultation
and collaboration, this brief literature review outlines three texts indicated as important by the
Ngemba Senior Traditional Owners.
The Ngemba people refer to the work of two key anthropologists in their historical cultural record.
In the early 1900s, R.H. Matthews wrote several works including information about the Ngemba.
‘Aboriginal Fisheries at Brewarrina’, written in 1903 (see footnote), details the structure of the fish
traps; their use by the Ngemba people; fish breeding patterns; and the nature of the Barwon River
in the early 1900s.5 In ‘Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales’, he outlines Ngemba kinship
structures, traditional cultural practices and stories, and lists Ngemba language words. 6 When
defining their boundaries, the Ngemba people refer to the work of Norman Tindale.
An important contemporary resource is the report, ‘Ngemba Water Values and Interests: Ngemba
Old Mission Billabong and Brewarrina Aboriginal Fish Traps (Biaime’s Ngunnhu), developed by
Senior Traditional Owners and CSIRO. This report expresses the Ngemba people’s aspirations for
water rights around the Ngemba Billabong (or Moonbi Billabong), an Indigenous Protected Area
near Brewarrina; and the Ngunnhu; and gives a clear framework to realise these. This work should
be read as a background to this consultation report (details in footnote).7

5

R.H. Matthews. ‘The Aboriginal Fisheries at Brewarrina’ in Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales, vol.
37., 1903. https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-756525252/view?partId=nla.obj-756527013#page/n8/mode/1up
6
R.H. Matthews. Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales. Published by authority of the Government of New South Wales. Sidney
W.A. Gullick, govt. printer, 1907. https://openlibrary.org/books/OL7000127M/Notes_on_the_aborigines_of_New_South_Wales.
7
Maclean K et. al. (2012). Ngemba Water Values and Interests Ngemba Old Mission Billabong and Brewarrina Aboriginal Fish Traps
(Baiame’s Nguunhu). CSIRO, Australia.
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&ved=2ahUKEwi49ov66HgAhUIf30KHVdPDCwQFjAMegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublications.csiro.au%2Frpr%2Fdownload%3Fpid%3Dcsiro%3AEP1
27320%26dsid%3DDS1&usg=AOvVaw2ydAfOfpoCu_1tsPPPbixc
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4. The consultation process
The consultation followed four phases from Dhirranggal Solutions ‘Four Phase Culturally
Appropriate Consultation Methodology.’





Phase 1: Design and development—planning, literature review, development of
consultation tools (question list and data agreements) and participant identification
(stakeholder list).
Phase 2: Preparation—Face-to-face interviews with Senior Traditional Owners to share
information, build relationships and guide planning of later workshops.
Phase 3: Consultation—Technical Workshops with the wider Ngemba community to
gather further input into the clauses of Part 14 on objectives and outcomes based on values
and uses of water.
Phase 4: Analysis and Review—data analysis, report writing and Senior Traditional
Owner review.

The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise ‘a planned approach to properly engaging Traditional
Owners [TOs], including identification and involvement of appropriate TOs’ (4) (Phase 1). They
suggest that for genuine engagement in water resource planning, Traditional Owners be consulted
for two specific purposes: Information sharing/relationship building meetings (Phase 2) and
Technical workshops (Phase 3). This section provides detail on the consultation process
undertaken with the Ngemba people, indicating new practices implemented and making
recommendations for further rounds.

4.1. Phase 1: Design and development
In Phase 1, NSW Department of Industry engaged the NBAN Nation Organiser. Consultants
developed a stakeholder list with the Nation Organiser and revised documents (data use
agreements and interview question list).

4.1.1. Engagement of NBAN Nation Organiser
NSW Department of Industry engaged a Nation representative through NBAN to provide cultural
guidance and help facilitate interviews, workshops and the reviews. In this particular case, the
cultural consultant from Dhirranggal Solutions was also a Senior Ngemba Traditional Owner,
connected culturally to the Nation Organiser as a representative of grassroots, internal and
external Ngemba governance bodies. This relationship more easily facilitated the appointment of
the Nation Organiser and enabled them to work together more efficiently with shared
understandings through a strong cultural lens.
Table 4. Engagement of NBAN Organiser
Engagement of NBAN Organiser
Key Actions and Outcomes

Nation Organiser, Feli McHughes, engaged through
NBAN.
NSW Department of Industry representatives
developed relationship and processes with NBAN
organisers preceding consultation.

Recommendations

Continue systematic engagement process, with
regular communication between NSW Department of
Industry representatives, consultants and Nation
Organiser.
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4.1.2. Stakeholder list
The stakeholder list was used to guide consultants and NSW Department of Industry to engage
participants for interviews and workshops. The Nation Organiser is essential to the development of
the stakeholder list in this nation-based approach. As the Dhirranggal Solutions consultant was
also a senior Nation representative, the stakeholder list was developed in collaboration with the
Nation Organiser, who also had internal knowledge of Ngemba governance. This ensured inclusive
representation of Ngemba family groups and communities, which do not always correspond to
towns from a Western geographical perspective and may not be consistent with established lead
agencies and external governance structures. Development of the stakeholder list also involved a
desktop analysis of external and internal governance structures, including Local Aboriginal Land
Councils (LALCs), committees and the Ngemba Ngiyampaa Weilwan Wangaaypuwan Native Title
applicant group. As guided by MDBA, ‘better practice would expand and update available
knowledge and understanding about the relevant stakeholder groups that are linked with the Basin
water resources in an area.’ (6)
Table 5. Stakeholder list
Stakeholder list
Key actions and outcomes

Developed in collaboration between Dhirranggal
Solutions, Nation Organiser and NSW Department of
Industry.
Both the Nation Organiser, Feli McHughes, and
consultant, Jason Ford, provided cultural authority
and internal knowledge on Senior TOs from
grassroots governance for initial consultation.
Nation Organiser provided further guidance on
general cultural protocols for engagement.
Desktop analysis of Ngemba stakeholders included
key organisations.
Wide range of stakeholders were included and
classified into traditional owners*, internal and
external governance** models and historically
connected** groups/individuals, providing cultural
guidance.
Treated as a living document: list was expanded
throughout the consultation.
Consent to being on the list provided through Nation
Organiser or Dhirranggal or individual.

Challenges

Gaining direct consent from all individuals and
organisations to be on the list is time consuming.
Without a supported institutional mechanism for
representation, contacting grassroots individuals and
arranging logistics for meetings can be difficult.
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Stakeholder list
Recommendations

NSW Department of Industry allocates time after the
consultation to check individuals’ consent to be
included on Stakeholder list for future consultation
and feedback.
NSW Department of Industry develop an approach to
formalising a register of grassroots representatives,
consistent with grassroots governance for best
practice communication.

*Traditional owners: groups or individuals under nation-based governance.
**External governance: those with non-traditional governance structures imposed from outside the
Ngemba Nation.
***Historically connected: those from other nations who live on Ngemba Country.

4.1.3. Revision of documentation: Data Use Agreements and question lists
4.1.3.1.

Data Use Agreements

Data Use Agreements, developed as a key component of culturally appropriate consultation,
enable nations and individuals to play a part in the management and control of their information.
These were revised in Phase 1 of the Ngemba consultation by the Nation Organiser and Senior
Traditional Owners, who supported the documents. Two different agreements were created: for
face-to-face interviews and workshops (Appendices C and D). These defined:





the purpose and scope of the consultation
identity protection measures: data was de-identified and personal details stored securely
data storage procedures, giving options for participant choice
data use: First Nations Cultural Knowledge was limited to use for WRP development and
accreditation, water planning and internal education

The MDBA guidelines acknowledge that ‘it is an ongoing challenge for Aboriginal organisations to
engage multiple and repeated times with governments for a range of purposes.’ (9) Defining data
use safeguards First Nations Cultural Knowledge, but reduces flexibility. As data gathered during
the consultation can only be used for WRPs, participants will need to either be reconsulted for
further water planning or approached to release the knowledge again. This highlights the need for
Ngemba controlled data storage options. Notes from the workshops are currently being held by
Dhirranggal Solutions, providing a temporary storage option while the Ngemba Nation institutes its
own data governance procedures.

4.1.3.2.

Question lists

Dhirranggal Solutions revised the question list developed with NSW Department of Industry in the
previous consultation (App. E). This was used for face-to-face interviews as a tool to encourage
conversation, shape interviews and ensure comprehensive coverage of information. This was
useful to have as a guide, but was not always needed as interviews adopted a flexible, participantcontrolled approach, often structured in a free-flow narrative style.
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Table 6. Revision of documentation
Data Use Agreements and questions lists
Key actions and outcomes

First Nations Cultural Knowledge safeguarded with
data use agreements.
Free, prior and informed consent obtained laying a
foundation of trust.
Choice of data storage options offered to participants
in data use agreements.
Question List revised to delete unnecessary
questions and clarify language.

Challenges

Under resourcing of Ngemba governance structures
makes data storage difficult.

Recommendations

Data Use Agreements remain in their current revised
form for use for future consultations.
That longer term possibilities for data storage and
obtaining permissions are investigated by NSW
Department of Industry for future consultation.

4.2. Phase 2: Preparation
As the knowledge holders and heads of family groups within the contemporary cultural framework,
Senior Traditional Owners, suggested by the Nation Organiser and consultant, participated in faceto-face interviews in September and October 2018. Feedback gathered provided initial data on
Ngemba water values and objectives. Consultants also used these interviews to build relationships
and shape the consultation by gathering suggestions to guide Phase 3 workshops.

4.2.1. Face-to-face interview participant data
In total, seven Traditional Owners were interviewed in Phase 2. The table below represents
participant data for five males and two females. Fair representation for Culturally Appropriate
Consultation is measured not by numbers, but by inclusiveness of family groups and communities.
These Senior Traditional Owners represented nine different family groups and approximately two
thousand community members. According to Traditional Owner representatives, this ensured
sufficient representation for the majority of family groups in the Ngemba Nation, from a broad
range of communities and areas in Ngemba Country. While all were identified as having grassroots
authority, these Traditional Owners were also connected to a cross-section of additional
governance types. Some were leaders of internal governance bodies, such as the Brewarrina
Ngemba Community Working Party and Bourke’s Maragnuka. Others connect to external
governance bodies, such as the Brewarrina Local Aboriginal Land Council and the Ngemba
Ngyiamppa Wailwan Wangaaypuwan Native Title Applicant group. Interviews were conducted in
Brewarrina and Bourke.
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Table 7.Participant data: Senior Traditional Owner face-to-face interviews
Date

M/F

Governance

Families represented*

Locations represented**

No. represented**

18/09/18

M

Grassroots

Bennett, Biles, McHughes

Brewarrina

100

19/09/18

M

Grassroots, internal

Sullivan

Brewarrina, Bourke

100

20/09/18

M

Grassroots

Gordon, McHughes, Williams,
Coleman

Brewarrina

250

20/09/18

M

Grassroots, internal

McHughes, Ford, Bennett,
Williams

Brewarrina and all Ngemba
Country

200

21/09/18

M

Grassroots, external

Williams, Wilson, Bennett

Red Country, Brewarrina,
Barwon 4

500

15/10/18

F

Grassroots, internal

Gordon, Williams, McHughes,
Ford

Brewarrina, Bourke,
Nyngan, Cobar

500

17/10/18

F

Grassroots, internal, external

Gordon

Brewarrina, Warren, Bourke,
Quambone, Cobar and
Byrock

300

*Families represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames of participants.
**Locations represented do not necessarily relate to the interview location, but indicate what parts of Ngemba Country these Traditional Owners
speak for.
***No. represented indicates the estimated number of people on behalf of which these Senior Traditional Owners speak.
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4.2.2. Face-to-face interview process
4.2.2.1.

Participant identification

Senior Traditional Owners (STOs) from the following groups were invited to be participants, always
with guidance from the Nation Organiser:




Grassroots Senior Traditional Owners on the Stakeholder List, as provided by the Nation
Organiser
Suggestions made by consultants or NSW Department of Industry, with approval from the
Nation Organiser
Further suggestions from interview participants, while on the ground

To guarantee the process was controlled by the nation, as is culturally appropriate, consultants
exercised a high degree of flexibility with time, interview and travel arrangements. The initial list of
grassroots Senior Traditional Owners changed while consultants were on the ground according to:
cultural business arising; suggested additions from interviewees; and cultural advice from the
Nation Organiser.

4.2.2.2.

Interviews

After taking time for a cultural introduction, identifying family and ‘having a yarn’, consultants read
through the data agreement with participants. To ensure the process was as culturally appropriate
as possible, Senior Traditional Owners were encouraged to make choices about how they would
like the interview conducted, including choice of venue, food, recording options and a walk ‘On
Country’. Three Senior Traditional Owners took the consultant On Country to observe and discuss
water management issues. They visited a wide range of sites, including river reaches (the FourMile); boundaries (Cato Creek); billabongs (at Moonbi property and in town); and water-dependent
cultural sites (the Ngunnhu at Barwon 4 and town, the ochre beds, the old Mission, burial grounds).
These trips allowed participants to share their Custodial practice, assessing the impact of water
management on their cultural values and uses. Traditional Owners pointed out degradation to the
environment and cultural sites, significantly limiting functionality.

Figure 2. Senior Traditional Owner 'on Country' interview.
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4.2.2.3.

Interview responses

The responses from the Senior TOs in these interviews provided a basis for the workshops and for
the overall structure of the findings in this report. Information from these interviews was organised
into five themes: Healthy Country and People; Cultural Continuity and Revival; Custodianship and
Jurisdiction; Equity, Compensation and Redress; and Communication and Partnerships. Feedback
was gathered in the following categories: Values, Uses, Impacts, Risks, Objectives and Outcomes.
These align with the requirements of Basin Plan, Chapter 10, Part 14. ‘Impacts’ was added to
incorporate the large amount of feedback about changes in the environment, culture and people as
a result of water planning processes. ‘Risks’ was then defined as the practices and issues risking
healthy engagement with Ngemba water-dependent values and uses. See Appendix G for
responses to categories.
The interviewees were also asked for guidance on structuring workshops. They gave feedback
about appropriate towns across the Ngemba Nation, culturally appropriate venues within towns,
cultural protocols to be followed and culturally appropriate communication techniques. Senior
Traditional Owners made a range of suggestions for workshop communications and logistics.
Consultants presented these suggestions and feedback, based on categories, to NSW Department
of Industry to inform the workshop planning process.
Table 8. Face-to-face interview process
Face-to-face interview process
Key actions and outcomes

Ngemba STOs chosen, approved and introduced
through Nation Organiser and the Ngemba
consultant with cultural authority, according to the
culturally appropriate methodology.
During interview, STOs given an information
package about the WRP process and consultation.
Plain language version of the Data Use Agreement,
read aloud, clearly explained the cultural knowledge
protection mechanisms afforded by the signed
document.
Data use agreements formalised the relationship
between NSW Department of Industry, the Ngemba
Nation and participants; enabling Free, Prior and
Informed Consent and a safe space to share
knowledge.
Choice of location and process offered flexibility.
STOs took the consultants on Country, providing
valuable insights.
Relationship building prepared Senior TOs and
communities for up and coming workshops.
Information from interviews including responses to
questions and suggestions for workshop logistics
presented to NSW Department of Industry to inform
workshop planning, ensuring Senior TO knowledge
shaped wider community consultation.
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Face-to-face interview process
Challenges

Many STOs enquired about the role of the Nation
Organiser and the nation-based governance of
NBAN which the consultant was required to explain.
As not all STOs felt comfortable being recorded,
some interviews were conducted via email or written
notes were taken.
Senior Traditional Owners, particularly from smaller
nations, often operate in multiple roles across
different governance bodies for minimal pay and are
therefore in high demand.
Many interviews had to be rescheduled one or more
times, enabled by the consultant residing On
Country.

Recommendations

Information packages are sent to the Nation
Organiser for dissemination before interviews.
The interview participant list is developed with more
lead time, so Senior Traditional Owners can be
booked in.
Senior Traditional owners are paid for their time.
Aboriginal NSW Department of Industry Reps
continue to come to at least one day of interviews.
Advertising material for workshops is made available
to take to key towns in Phase 2.
Time and encouragement for On Country walks
continues.
The Nation Organiser be available for interview
introductions to explain his/her role and NBAN
governance, or an explanatory document be
developed. This would be a valuable addition to
information sharing on external governance
frameworks.

4.3. Phase 3: Consultation
Following Phase 2 interviews, the wider Ngemba community were invited to participate in
workshops. As per MDBA guidelines, these invited Traditional Owners to give input on their
objectives and outcomes based on their water-dependent values and uses. They were also a
platform to give information about the water planning process and to build a relationship for future
consultation.

4.3.1. Workshop participant data
Workshops were conducted on 31 October in Brewarrina and 1 November in Bourke. A total of 13
Ngemba Traditional Owners attended, with three individuals attending both. Five of these
participants were Senior Traditional Owners who did face-to-face interviews, including the Nation
Organiser. The consultant is also included as a workshop participant. Historically connected
participants in the Brewarrina Workshop came from Murrawarri, Kamilaroi, Eualayai and
Wayilwan/Ngiyambaa Nations.
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Table 9. Participant data: WRP consultation workshops
Date

Town

Venue

TOs
TTL

M

F

Families represented***

HC**

Guests

DOI****

TTL

31/10/18

Brewarrina

Community Hub,
Brewarrina Central
School

11

7

4

Boney, Hardy, Murphy, Lee, Biles, Walford, Kirby, Gordon,
Warraweana, McHughes, Gibbs, Orcher, Trapman, Morris,
Hilt, Hardy

5

4

6

26

1/11/18

Bourke

Maranguka

5

4

4

Ferguson, Moore, Sullivan, McHughes, Gordon

-

1

7

14

13

8

5

Total
individual TOs*

* Ngemba Traditional Owners.
**Historically connected.
***Families represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames of participants. Some participants represent more than one family group.
****NSW Department of Industry representatives and consultants.

Figure 3. Bourke workshop, 1 November 2018.
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4.3.2. Workshop outline
Feedback from Senior Traditional Owners gave recommendations for cultural protocols and
logistics for workshops. NSW Department of Industry worked with the Nation Organiser to plan
workshops according to these suggestions. Workshops lasted between four to five hours, including
a Welcome to Country; Introductions; WRP and Water Planning information session (NSW
Department of Industry); Data Use Agreement and Consent (Dhirranggal Solutions); and two
extensive feedback sessions.

4.3.2.1.

Information session

An important aspect of the workshops was the provision of information on water planning from
NSW Department of Industry staff. The MDBA Guidelines state that ‘clear information about water
resource planning processes and content is provided to TOs.’ (5) An information package handed
to each individual, supplemented by full colour maps, along with a presentation by NSW
Department of Industry, outlined the water planning process. The scope of the consultation was
clearly explained. As a result, conversation was more focussed and participants were well
informed. Meetings were attended by a water planner who answered specific questions and shared
data tools with participants. Senior Traditional Owners requested higher-level executives also
come to workshops.

4.3.2.2.

Feedback sessions

Most participants were happy to provide feedback in guided discussion, using the information
package for prompting. At both workshops, responses from the face-to-face interviews (Appendix
F) were used to give examples and prompt thinking around the categories (values, uses, impacts,
risks, objective, outcomes). Other techniques which could be explored include open, but directed
questions; break off, smaller discussion groups for brainstorming; and use of photos (from face-toface-interviews) related to themes and categories. Overall, the workshop built relationships and
trust between the grassroots Ngemba community and government. Many participants were positive
about the nation-based consultation process.

4.3.2.3.

On Country visit

Following the Brewarrina workshop, the Nation Organiser, Feli McHughes, took NSW Department
of Industry Representatives to the Brewarrina Museum, situated next to the Ngunnhu (Fish Traps)
on the Barwon River. The visit included an outline of the history of the area and an On Country visit
to the Ngunnhu with the museum guide. NSW Department of Industry representatives found this
excursion particularly valuable, noting that the guide deepened their cultural understanding of the
Barwon River as an entity itself, affected by the current state of the water system.

Figure 4. NSW Department of Industry representatives at the Brewarrina Museum with guide Brad
Hardy and Nation Organiser Feli McHughes.
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Table 10. Community WRP workshops
Community WRP workshops
Key actions and outcomes

One month lead time given between interviews and
workshops.
NSW Department of Industry worked with consultant
to coordinate logistics: venues, food, dates etc.
Locations were provided by the consultant and
Senior TOs.
Smooth and successful facilitation of workshops,
shared between NSW Department of Industry and
consultants.
Invitations via word-of-mouth, grassroots channels
were appropriate for this size Nation.
Data use agreements received well.
Comprehensive feedback for WRPs gathered.
Water planners shared data and information.
Feedback on consultation process gathered.
Good turnout at workshops – also included
historically connected First Nations people and
invited non-First Nations guests.
Culturally appropriate venues.

Challenges

Food and refreshments not planned in time.
Extreme weather required last minute venue change.

Recommendations

Engaging a local community organiser is set as a
regular practice for workshops – logistics are
arranged with good lead in time.
Option for written submissions be advertised early in
the consultation.
Although not necessary in this round, transport
should always be offered.
Use a range of mechanisms to gather feedback as
appropriate in each community.
NSW Department of Industry go back to process of
recording out of scope issues for later investigation.
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Figure 5. Nation Organiser Feli McHughes and NSW Department of Industry representative at the
Ngunnhu.

4.4. Phase 4: Analysis and review
4.4.1. Analysis
A process of generic thematic analysis was used to organise data from workshops and interviews.
Patterns in responses were identified as ‘subcategories’ under the ‘categories’: values, uses, risks,
impacts, objectives and outcomes. Relationships between emerging ‘subcategories’ were
compared, connected and grouped into sets of similar responses in each category. Larger themes
were drawn from responses and subcategories. Ngemba data was organised into five broad
themes. To ensure a First Nations’ interpretation, the cultural consultant contributed to the
development of subcategories, themes and responses. Data from workshops and interviews were
organised by theme, subcategories and key responses to categories. Themes are presented in a
narrative style, categories in tabulator form based on themes and subcategories. Key responses to
each category are illustrated by quotes and listed in order of frequency mentioned. Although
frequency is used to prioritise responses, it is important to note this does not measure relative
importance of responses.

4.4.2. Review
Participants were offered the choice to review the draft report either face-to-face or via email. Five
traditional owners reviewed the draft with the consultant, three via email. An email was also sent to
the external governance body, Ngemba Ngiyampaa Wailwan Wangaaypuwan Native Title
applicant group, for written review. This phase was received positively. It built more trust by giving
immediate feedback to Traditional Owners and ensured their voices were a key part of the overall
shape of the report, acknowledging their cultural authority. Traditional Owners were happy with the
complexity of information captured.
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Table 11. Analysis and review
Analysis and review
Key actions and outcomes

Thematic analysis provides quality assurance and a
basis for objective analysis of data.
Review participants were impressed with the level of
information captured and how it reflects their values,
uses, objectives, outcomes and the Ngemba
Nation’s aspirations.
The review process further established a relationship
between the Department, Consultants and TOs
based on trust and respect.
Important feedback on the draft findings section was
incorporated into the final report, including: spelling,
additional detail for subcategories, additional
objectives.
The review process clarified the priorities of Ngemba
objectives.
Providing a choice of options for review was
culturally appropriate: location-based consultation
made the review more accessible for some
Traditional Owners, while others preferred email.

Recommendations

Review phase remains with Senior Traditional
Owners only.

4.5. Overall data
The table below displays the total number of Ngemba people consulted in all phases.
Table 12. Total participant data
Total participant data
Total male

11

Total female

4

Total No. of Ngemba participants

15
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The map below shows the location of Brewarrina and Bourke, both approximately 800 kilometres
from Sydney, NSW.

Figure 6. Location of Brewarrina and Bourke, NSW.

4.6. Consultation feedback
At the end of each workshop, participants were asked for verbal feedback about the WRP nationbased consultation process. They noted the following:
Traditional Owners felt that their voices were finally being heard and they are beginning to build a
partnership with government.
‘I really love what you’re doing. NSW have switched on to us as being a stakeholder in the
process of water.’
‘Bring it back. We can digest it and manufacture it. Then the NBAN representatives do the
assessment in conjunction with the Ngemba representatives. If we don’t like it we say no.
We’ve never had that opportunity before.’
‘We need to be under this collaborative framework. You’re already doing that.’
‘It gives us an opportunity to learn about each other.’
‘Co-design is important.’
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Participants were happy that the consultation was On Country.
‘Comes to the community. This gives people access to you so they can have a say.’
They felt it was valuable to employ a consultant with cultural authority, independent of the NSW
Department of Industry.
‘The consultation was arm’s length from the NSW Department of Industry and the Principal
Aboriginal Liaison Officer allowed the Ngemba people to breathe and talk.’
‘Great to see one of our mob going out and delivering.’
Participants felt the workshops gave them a good level of information, well presented.
‘Good breakdown and values. Gives us a start and an ending to go through the process.
Culturally appropriate connectivity.’
‘I really love what you’re doing. The presentation is good.’

5. Findings: Themes8
5.1. Custodians of the Ngunnhu
5.1.1. The Ngemba Kulli Story
Ngemba Country

Ngemba Country sits in North Western New South Wales, taking in the predominately the
towns of Brewarrina and Bourke. 'That’s a big country. It’s documented that it goes from
Brewarrina, up from the Culgoa down to Cobar, over to Nyngan, towards Nyngan and over
to Bourke. So it’s a big Nation. 17 000 squared kilometres.’
The Ngunnhu
The Ngunnhu or Fish Traps, on the Barwon River at Brewarrina, are the centrepiece of the
Ngemba Nation, representing their custodianship, jurisdiction, rights and interests on Country.
Traditional Owners understand the Ngunnhu to be one of the oldest manmade structures on Earth,
tens of thousands of years old. Over this time, this particular bend of the Barwon River has been a
traditional meeting place. A site for ceremony with large gatherings for people from different Nation
groups, the Ngunnhu represent generosity and sharing. ‘The fish traps used to draw tribes from all
around. There was a big community of people getting together.’
Caring for Country and people
In more recent times, people from many other Nations, including Murrawarri, Euhalyi and Bakandji,
were relocated to Missions on Ngemba land, where most still live. In Bourke, there are twentyseven different language groups. Although the Ngemba people sometimes feel underrepresented
on their own land, in Bourke particularly, they still embrace their responsibility as custodians. As
custodians of the Ngunnhu, a strong characteristic of the Ngemba concept of Caring for Country is
its reach across boundaries to care for neighbouring Nations. Nowadays, this feeling of
responsibility extends to all community members and visitors who use their river. ‘We are servers
in our own Country, as Ngemba people, and our responsibility is to serve.’ ‘Our people serve for all
people.’ Indeed, the Bourke community have highlighted this in the naming of their key community
organisation, Maranguka, meaning caring for others and offering help. Ngemba people need to be
able to exercise custodianship and jurisdiction, themselves part of culture, to continue all aspects
of Ngemba culture. ‘The first part of our lore starts with love. We love our culture. And if we love
our culture, then that’s our first command. Our first service order is to look after it.’

8

Information contained in this section is First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided for the development and accreditation of Water
Resource Plans
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Interconnectedness
Just as Ngemba people see themselves as deeply connected to neighbouring nations, their whole
worldview is pervaded by a concept of interconnectedness. Some Ngemba people found it difficult
to state what water means to them in words because it’s not separate from them, their life and their
culture. Water is at the centre of their community life, connecting the cultural, social,
environmental, spiritual and economic aspects. ‘Everything else revolves around [water].’ ‘And
everything else actually has to come from that. From that place.’ Ngemba people see water as
essential to their life and their identity as a Nation. ‘It’s our whole existence as us as a people.’
‘Without our river, we’re nothing. Without our river, we’ve got nothing.’
The Ngunnhu symbolise this concept of interconnectedness by drawing together the key themes of
the Ngemba connection to water and their struggle to continue their right to custodianship of
Country. A healthy and connected river system is essential for the life of the Ngunnhu, as it is for
the Ngemba people. The fish traps are a symbol of their custodianship and jurisdiction on Country.
Many cultural practices centred around the Ngunnhu, including the ceremonies between Nation
groups, the economic practice of collecting bush tucker and the intergenerational transfer of
knowledge. Recent management of the Ngunnhu hasn’t aligned with Ngemba Custodianship, a
symptom of the mismatch between First Nations’ and Western management practices. The
placement of the Brewarrina weir over the top of this sacred site is a visual symbol of inequity. It
highlights the need for both compensation for the Ngemba people, along with the development of
strong partnerships to support their efforts to move on from the attempted destruction of their
culture to governance of their own water interests on Country.
The Ngunnhu thus connects the five themes used in this report to tell the Ngemba Kulli Story:
Cultural Continuity and Revival; Healthy Country and People; Custodianship and Jurisdiction;
Equity, Redress and Compensation; and Partnerships and Communication.

Figure 7. Brewarrina Fish Traps, 1892.
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5.2. Healthy country and people
For the Ngemba people, a healthy river system has strong connections between creeks, billabongs
and other water bodies. They have some important water bodies on their own Country, including
‘the wetlands around the old Mission’, which need to function for the health of the system. They
see billabongs as the ‘kidneys’ or ‘filters’ of the system, providing sites for the water to clean itself.
Floodplains too, ‘need the water. They need it as much as we need it.’ Ngemba people believe
healthy waterways need natural flows that follow cycles. ‘If it’s natural flow, then it’s natural water.’
Ngemba people value water for its importance to the whole landscape and environment, including
plants, birds, animals and aquatic life. ‘Our animals drink from it.’ Water bodies, such as Narran
Lake, provide breeding grounds for fish and birds. Ngemba Traditional Owners value the
connection between continuous flow and aquatic life. ‘If we get a rise here and the river runs for
three or four days, the fish come back.’
The river contributes to the health and wellbeing of both individuals and the community as a whole.
‘Clean water keeps them healthy, if it’s fresh water.’ Water holds an important function for Ngemba
people as a site for relaxation. ‘We can hear the water running. We sit down there. It’s peaceful. It’s
good for your mental wellbeing.’ ‘It’s a stress release. It’s peace. Chuck my line in. Put my feet in
the water and everything leaves me.’ It is a place of community connections: ‘It’s our social outing.’
For Ngemba children, the river is a playground and a place to go swimming. ‘From the time that the
sun come up in the water, to the time it went down, as kids, we spent all our time on the water.’
When the river is healthy and flowing, children and communities are happier. ‘It’s like the kids
come alive.’ ‘The crime rate was 300% and when the rains came, the crime rate was down to 10%.
It just changed the atmosphere.’ Ngemba people also value the health of Country so they can use
water for domestic purposes, including bathing, watering gardens, cleaning and drinking. ‘My
mother used to take us kids to the river when she used to do the washing on the riverbank.’
‘People in town still depend on the river a lot. Mainly for household needs.’
In their own lifetimes, Senior Ngemba Traditional Owners have noticed a decline in the overall
health of the river system, including flow and water quality. ‘I have never seen the river in the
terrible state that it is now.’ ‘My mum used to take us to the river. We could see the bottom. It was
crystal clear. The shrimps used to come up to our feet.’ ‘It started to deteriorate in my lifetime.’
‘Like it’s gotta be fresh, running water. We’re getting nothing. It’s all stagnant.’ One Traditional
Owner says she hasn’t seen a reasonable flow in twenty years. ‘We have seen droughts after
droughts, but we’ve always had a flow through that river [until recently].’ They have also noticed an
increase in pollution and ‘the river’s not running to clean it out.’ ‘It’s all contaminated.’ ‘You’re
scared to even eat the fish.’ Ngemba people are concerned about a lack of connectivity between
water bodies, especially billabongs. ‘If they’re sick, well the river’s sick.’
The Ngemba people see a significant reduction in biodiversity on their Country. Water spiders,
leeches, mussels and of most concern, yellowbellies, are all disappearing. The river now has
‘nothing there, but there used to be mobs of little ducks and all the pelicans.’ Ngemba Traditional
Owners are particularly concerned about breeding sites for fish. ‘If I’d see a little bit of that grass
exposed out of the river, I’d catch yellowbellies there. But it’s all exposed. So where are they
nesting?’ They remember the river as being full of vegetation, which in turn supported animal life.
‘We used to rake all the weeds in and all the shrimps would be in the weeds.’ Invasive species
such as blue green algae and carp contribute to poor river health. ‘We see the damage that carp
have made to our rivers.’ Riverbanks are now in an ‘atrocious’ state. ‘They used to be very wide,
but now they are narrow and all the trees are falling into the river.’ Riparian zones used to be
appropriately conserved: ‘one or two chains back from the river used to be looked after.’ Ngemba
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people also notice the impact on soil health and worms they gather for bait. In the past, ‘all you did
was take a rake, you’ve got your bait.’
Poor river conditions make it difficult for the Ngemba community to engage in important activities
for wellbeing. ‘We used to go out and sit on the river and throw a line in. Now I go down and sit in
my car cause it’s too damaged.’ Environmental flows provide some relief, but are limited. ‘I’ve
learnt that there is an environmental flow that comes through for the fish and things. But it’s of no
use really. You’ve got to get down there within a week or two or it’s gone.’ Elders see a clear
impact on youth wellbeing. ‘You’ve got the depressive state of the kids, lighting fires and taking
drugs. But when the flow’s there, they’re catching fish and happy.’ ‘The health of all Ngemba
people suffers greatly.’ ‘We’ve got the highest mortality rate in our little community of Bre. There’s
been an increase with renal failure. It’s obviously having an effect. There’s got to be something
done.’
Ngemba people want a connected, flowing system. ‘We would like to see our rivers healthy and
flowing again.’ ‘I’d like to see more like we used to see back in my childhood. When we had more
constant water flow.’ “The outcomes are that the levels of the river will restore back to some
normality.’ The Ngemba people would like to see ‘some form of restoration’ for creeks and
billabongs. Water should be clean and healthy, supporting biodiversity, including both fauna and
vegetation. ‘I would like to see it clean. We do not want our native fish to die out.’ ‘We need for the
fish to be good and healthy to eat.’ They would like the ‘yellowbelly to spawn and move upstream’
and ‘swimming in their habitats’. A healthy river system would also promote health of Ngemba
people. They want to ‘ensure that we have clean water and adequate supplies for our community
and community needs.’ ‘If the rivers were healthy, our people would be healthy.’ ‘Let the water run
over that weir at Wilcannia. Let that little fella sit in it. Where that lady can sit on the riverbank.’

Figure 8. Barwon River flowing over the Ngunnhu.
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5.3. Cultural continuity and revival
Water is inextricable from Ngemba culture. The interconnectedness of these concepts mirrors the
interconnectedness of natural elements. ‘The culture comes from the sky and that’s where the
water comes from. And it comes down and the actual cultural flow itself is created by water that
comes from the sky. And if you’re talking about regulating water that comes from the sky, well
you’re interfering with culture.’ The Ngemba connection to water has a long history. ‘It goes back
that far. If they woke up tomorrow and signed the treaty, they wake up with not 240 years, but 65
000 years of history. And that’s when the fish traps started.’ Senior Traditional Owners also have
historical connections from childhood. ‘We grew up on the Barwon River.’
Ngemba culture revolves around the river. This connection to place is made clear by naming
practices. Every section of the river had a name and a cultural function. Areas like Sandy Bank, the
Black Stump, Crowley’s Rocks, The Straight and Boomerang Island were used for specific
purposes like fishing, swimming, gathering bush tucker or as bird sanctuaries. ‘You had certain
places where you fished and where you swam.’ In addition to the Ngunnhu, important Ngemba
cultural sites that sit near the river to this day include the ochre beds, numerous scar trees, the
Mission and burial sites.
Ngemba people depend on water for cultural knowledge, spirituality, community and cultural
practice. ‘Water is a major part of our culture, lifestyle and existence.’ Ngemba cultural knowledge
is dependent on elements of water ecosystems. The Ngemba people use various components of
the healthy, well-functioning ecosystem, reliant on water, as indicators for cultural practices and
ceremony. ‘The weeds and water spiders play that part. Also astronomy.’ ‘That little flower tells us
when it’s time to stay away. When to fish. When they are spawning. Water is important to that
process.’ ‘Before you go fishing, it has to be at a certain level. That’s healthy fishing.’ Water is
deeply connected to a Ngemba sense of spirituality. ‘It’s the spiritual thing for us. go down there
and see, you know the water running over our fish traps.’ ‘If you take part away from water, then
you take part of spirit away.’ Families and community use the river as a place for gathering and
celebration. ‘It’s a place where we’re able to go and communicate with other people on the rivers.’
‘We shared the fish that were caught and we had many family gatherings at the river.’ Ngemba
people also used waterways for specific cultural practices, including ceremony, weaving, men’s
business and women’s business. Fishing, in particular, is very important to Ngemba identity and
culture, providing a healthy, cheap food source, family connections and transferrable skills. ‘My
father was a professional at fishing. We never went without food.’
Waterways were also important for the transfer of knowledge between generations. ‘The river is a
place of learning and teaching. We were taught to swim, how to fish and the cultural significance of
it.’ Cultural practices for collecting bushtucker were taught to children from a young age. ‘I used to
take my son and daughter fishing. I taught them how to catch mussel. We knew where the mussel
beds were.’ ‘My father used to take me to the river. We’d walk for 10 kilometres. He’d teach us how
to catch the yabbies. Poke our fingers into the holes on one side and put your hand on the other
side. And the yabby would slip out and you’d catch it.’ The contemporary practice of treeguarding,
inspired by Ngunnhu technology, uses treeguards to trap multiple fish and is taught from ‘older
fellas’ to ‘younger fellas’. ‘When we was at school, we heard about the fish traps, to see them start
to do the treeguarding. It was really beautiful, our younger kids going down there and getting
interested in what was ours.’ Stories were also told both around the river and about the river. ‘One
thing that does give us, especially children, is that awareness of respect. When the elders speak,
that’s it.’
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Water helps define Ngemba identity in a number of ways. ‘Water gives us a certain kind of
language. Sometimes it might be the same, but when we get in family groups, we have subtle
names for those sorts of water creatures too.’ The fish traps were important for cultural identity,
mapping family groups within Ngemba. ‘The traps were given to each division of the Ngemba
people. They had their own pens where they were allowed to go and fish for their own groups
within the Ngemba Nation.’ Ngemba identity was also defined by other markers on water and
Country. There were black soil and red soil people. ‘The only time the Stone Country people can
come to the river is when the red soil meets the water.’ Water is deeply connected to identity as
represented through totems. The yelllowbelly totem needs connected flow to be healthy. ‘He has to
go through the fish traps. He has to go up. He has to go back to where he come from.’ Senior
Traditional Owners know that when their people have knowledge of their identity, they are more
empowered.
The impact of colonisation still affects the Ngemba ability to practice culture today, as it disturbed
the balance and connection between elements in the Ngemba world. ‘Impacts on our people also
impact the environment’. Nations meeting together for ceremony each had their own custodial
roles. ‘Biodiversity was about following the songline and dreaming. Families would have been
made on that week. That would have kept totem, blood, responsibility all connected: land, culture,
people. That’s impacting on people today.’
Ngemba elders are concerned about the loss of identity, particularly in their young people. Many of
them have a ‘Barwon Barka (river)’ identity and want to go ‘straight to the river’ because they have
Ngemba ‘DNA in their blood.’ Although cultural identity is inherited naturally, an important part of
supporting this identity to grow is the traditional practice of transferring knowledge between
generations. ‘If you don’t look after it, well we’re not going to be here. And the kids don’t
understand today. And they just let all the culture die.’ ‘When you don’t have a connection to
something, you don’t respect it.’
Elders can’t pass on gathering techniques, because there’s no bush tucker. Talking about catching
yabbies with her father, one Senior Traditional Owner reflects, ‘we can’t teach our things today
cause it’s all gone. There’s no water there.’ ‘It was abundant, where it’s not now.’ ‘The catfish are
disappearing. The black bream you hardly ever see now. The cod, you don’t see very many of
them. The only one that we catch now is the yellowbelly, but then you’ve gotta be really, really
lucky to get them now.’ ‘No one goes to the river anymore.’ Baptisms now have to be held in pools,
which is ‘not the same’ as the river. Damage caused to the fish traps has a big impact on culture
and identity. ‘It’s overrun with reeds and bulrushes.’ ‘It’s pretty hard to identify anything. The
management of water is putting the traps at risk.’ ‘The situation with our historical fish traps is such
a disgrace to Australia in general.’
Despite these difficulties, Ngemba people persist in practicing their culture as best they can.
‘Traditional stuff still happens. They do it right in the park. It’s well attended. People still have that
connection to the river.’ To continue their cultural practices, they ‘would like to have access to
[their] cultural places.’ They would like their children to feel connected to their identity through
water. Ngemba Traditional Owners would like to use data and information ‘as a tool that can be
used to prepare activities or festivals. If you know there’s a flow coming down, you can take the
kids out to the river.’ They propose having ‘a partnered approach with kids.’ ‘Language is very
critical to water.’ Ngemba people want to rebuild ‘that original structure back again, where young
people talk to water in language. For an objective in terms of river health, we should tell our
children their identity. It has a flow on effect. It’s one of the things the women strongly preach. In
our community, without identity, our people think we’re no one. We’re not Aboriginal, we’re First
Nations people.’ ‘The basis of land jurisdiction is the most important thing for each child to
understand. Through the processes of water and river boundaries.’ Giving children their particular
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Ngemba identity, they will be taught ‘morals and respects, what the river needs.’ They would also
like to be able to revive their cultural practices of collecting bush tucker, ceremony and weaving.

Figure 9. Yabbying near the ochre beds.

5.4. Custodianship and jurisdiction
Custodianship and Jurisdiction, concepts which themselves form part of culture, must be exercised
to enable other parts of culture to thrive. The Ngemba people are Custodians of all Country under
their jurisdiction. Knowledge of the boundaries defining jurisdiction is passed down through
generations. These boundaries are marked by natural elements, like trees and water, but Ngemba
jurisdiction is expressed most strongly through the Ngunnhu. ‘We had jurisdiction over that part of
the river. The Ngemba people built it. It’s documented. They were the ones who possessed the fish
traps.’ ‘We are the voice of the fishtraps. And our part of the river.’ As Custodians of the Ngunnhu,
Ngemba people see themselves as assets of and for the water. ‘Assets are people like us that
have attachments to water in the Northern Basin.’ Custodianship involves caring for Country,
managing water and catering for Nation-based rights and interests. Specific custodianship is
defined culturally through lore.
Ngemba people practice their Custodianship in an integrated way that respects their view of the
interconnectedness within the ecosystem and between Country, people and culture. For them,
custodianship has a spiritual dimension: ‘it’s about taking care of the essence of the water. Not just
the water.’ Ngemba people care for water not just as an element of environment, separate to them,
but as its own being with its own responsibilities. ‘Its function was a spiritual thing. …The water is
an entity.’ There is ‘interconnected responsibility between land and water and people. The land and
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the people have a responsibility to keep the water moving.’ These interconnecting responsibilities
of people and water extend to all living beings. As Custodians, Ngemba people think about other
people and beings before themselves. The ‘first things that we look after is the aquatics of the
water.’ Ngemba Traditional Owners have relationships with all living things, but particularly with
their totems. ‘And my responsibility as my totem of yellowbelly is to look after the water cause then
I look after my totem.’ All such actions of responsibility between beings are governed by lore.
‘Everything’s got a lore.’ Language is part of the lore of caring for water: ‘if you speak language to
it, it’s a different talk.’
The Ngemba people feel unable to practice their Custodianship properly anymore. Historically,
forced relocation impacted Custodianship practices. ‘Many of our families were moved from the
river to live on reserves away from town.’ Nowadays, ‘most of our favourite places are destroyed
or we have no access to them.’ Access is limited by fencing and land ownership. ‘We haven’t been
to the river for ages. For ten years. They’ve locked us out. They’ve fenced us out.’ Ngemba people
see very real impacts that are arising as Country is no longer being cared for under lore. One
Senior Traditional Owner explains that when the wrong people ‘touch any rocks down there [the
Ngunnhu], bad spirits would come to them and possibly even sickness and death. So there was
lore around the water.’ Water is no longer moving through Country according to lore. ‘The way it
moves through Country was really valued. That’s really concerning. This is causing sickness
amongst people, land and culture.’ Despite difficulties, the Ngemba people persist in their role as
Custodians, as they feel it is their responsibility. ‘I drive there everyday. When I come back I say,
has the water come down to the weir? And I actually drive down there.’
To be able to practice Custodianship and exercise their Jurisdiction in the contemporary
environment, Ngemba people would like to have a governance body for water management and be
respected as key stakeholders in water management. ‘We want to be part of the decision making
process on our ngurrumpa [homelands]. Where it starts on the boundary. That’s our authority in
that space.’ Ngemba governance would be grounded in Ngemba values. They see an ‘opportunity
to unpack what these values are’, to ‘put a cultural lens on the process’ and be ‘clearer around
cultural authority and cultural safety.’ Framed by their cultural authority as Custodians, Ngemba
people value collective and collaborative frameworks for inclusivity. ‘The Ngemba mob want to do
business where everyone is included. Bre to Bourke.’.
Ngemba governance based on contemporary and traditional Custodianship practices, is grounded
in a consistent process of research evaluation. ‘If you’ve got concrete evidence that backs up
nation business, there’s more substance behind it. Jurisdiction is important to nation business.’
Ngemba decision making would regularly measure indicators of health in the areas of culture,
community and environment, along with the interactions between these. They would like to map,
‘the whole persona of the community, when the river’s running or when it’s raining,’ to understand
how to sustain the health of both community and water. They would like to maximise previous
cultural occupancy mapping on their Country, to ‘use the data that has been collected on the
breeding sites to determine where the water should be delivered and to what height.’ Other
research aims include mapping the seasons from a men’s perspective and a women’s perspective
and mapping special spots. The Ngemba people would also like to use their ‘own intrinsic science
and knowledge’ to govern water. The Ngemba traditional owners ‘need to have jurisdiction over
the fish traps.’ ‘We need to be the ones who have a say.’ ‘That’s an historical site down there. It’s
going to be world heritage listed. We need to be looking after it and making sure there is some
water coming through there.’ Ideally, they believe ‘the weir needs to be demolished altogether to
save the Ngemba fish traps.’
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Figure 10. Ngemba Custodians On Country at Gundabooka.

Figure 11. Caring for Country

5.5. Equity, redness and compensation
Ngemba Traditional Owners value sharing of water resources in an equitable fashion. Just as
Ngemba people have always been the Custodians of the Ngunnhu for other Nations to enjoy, they
want people from their neighbouring Nations, and other river users to enjoy a healthy, abundant
water system. ‘Water is important to the life of our people and other people in the land.’ ‘We don’t
just want [water] for our little section, we want it for everybody along that waterway.’ ‘We all have a
duty of care to get the best results.’
They believe that industry has caused a lot of the damage done to the river system at the expense
of their culture. ‘The extraction by the cotton crew. They’ve done so much damage to the rivers.
And it’s just getting worse.’ ‘It was a natural, running weir. Now since the cotton, it can’t even get
over the weir.’ ‘They’re not worrying about the people living on the river.’ Ngemba people feel
different stakeholders have inequitable gains from their use of the river. ‘Western culture is
overpowering. You can see it on the river. The impact of that particular society and what it’s
brought to the land.’ ‘Corporate greed is one of the biggest problems.’
Ngemba Traditional Owners see water licenses as inequitable and over allocated. ‘Too much water
is being taken out of the river.’ ‘Some people are dominating the water market.’ ‘We are never
considered as being major stakeholders in the distribution of water.’ As a Nation, they ‘do not have
any allocations of water for economic or cultural purposes.’ ‘We at least need to get some water
through the weir pool sometimes. Why have they got a right to hold water above the weir? It’s my
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homeland.’ Furthermore, monitoring and compliance practices have not been strict enough.
‘Pumping around the clock isn’t helping.’
The Ngemba people feel that water management activities are conducted at the expense of their
own cultural needs, such as the fish traps. ‘My father and other people fought desperately to stop
the weir being placed there, right in the middle of a sacred site. That was one of the things that first
destroyed our river.’ The destruction of the Ngunnhu, poor river health and the loss of native fish
species have made it almost impossible for Ngemba people to continue their traditional economic
practices. ‘The fish traps were a source of food. A supply of our daily food. Our livelihood.’
‘Economically, well, we’ve got nothing now. Where before we could go down there and catch our
fish for free. But that’s extra expense on our budget.’
The Ngemba Traditional Owners would like compensation for the loss of their culture and the
health of their Country. At the moment, they feel they are ‘not even in the game with economics.’
Better, local management of the fish traps would boost their economic capabilities, enabling them
to expand tourism. At the Brewarrina Museum, ‘the boys there have got work, because of the fish
traps, and the museum. It all connects together with the river.’ Compensation could come in the
form of ‘professional development opportunities’, employment and ‘building capacity’. Elders would
like to see young Ngemba people employed, ‘trained and educated to become water testers’, river
rangers or fish farmers. ‘Redress would be given back to the people to continue the practice of
looking after the rivers.’ ‘This would be a big addition to the economy of Brewarrina. It’s part of that
healing process’. It would ‘create opportunity for our people who are creating the statistics and are
suffering.’ Ngemba Traditional Owners believe that people taking water from the river should be
encouraged to give back to the system. ‘All the farms that are producing big crops off the river are
not putting anything back into it, reinvesting.’ They would like to see better monitoring and
compliance systems.
Ultimately, Ngemba Traditional Owners would ‘like to see some equality emerging for our mob.
Especially when we’re talking about more entrepreneurial opportunities.’ These might include fish
farms and organic farming and restoration of their Moonbi billabong, a project which has been on
hold for some time. They would like to resources to build economic opportunities, which would be
‘continuing the culture.’ ‘We would like to own some land and water to be able to conduct cultural
and economic activities and to build an economic base for ourselves and our future generations.’
They would like to be able to store water for economic purposes and need ‘$2 million to get in to
the river market.’ ‘We need funding to push back water for cultural purposes.’ Ngemba people
would like cultural flows to ‘align with the seasons’, to be delivered for events and ceremonies.

5.6. Partnerships and communications
Ngemba people value partnerships and consultation that lead to results. ‘Let it run. If you want to
win the hearts and you’re really sincere about getting water to where it’s needed, evidence is the
best thing. You need evidence to back up projects. Evidence is about showing me something I can
see in the water, or in the banks of that river so it’ll reach to that Barka mob.’ As Custodians of the
Ngunnhu, The Ngemba people have long had partnerships with nearby Nation groups. They feel
the impact activity upstream has on their downstream neighbours. ‘I’m sad for the people here in
Bre, but it breaks my heart for the people in Menindee.’
There is a mismatch between the Ngemba culture and worldview and that of government water
bodies. Essentially, much of this lies in the integrated way Ngemba people think about water in
relation to Country, people and culture and the often siloed thinking of government. This
incongruity can be seen across many aspects of water management, including planning
boundaries, language and science. Ngemba Traditional Owners point out that WRP and Nation
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boundaries are quite different: ‘We have no right to talk about other Country. We don’t know where
that valley starts and finishes. We only know our ngurumpaa.’ They sometimes feel that documents
are not written for them, but ‘for the other side of the table.’ This can take away cultural authority.
‘What lore governs our people, what law controls us: they are at odds.’ Ngemba traditional owners
also see a distinction between their ‘cultural lifestyle’ around water and short-term commercial
thinking.
Ngemba cultural knowledge or science has different concepts to Western science used to manage
water. ‘We have eight seasons and there’s really only four seasons from those fellas across the
table.’ Ngemba people even see the concept of cultural flows as different to their own
understanding. For Ngemba people, ‘a cultural flow is a natural flow’, ‘a permanent flow that’s
coming through the weir pools or down through the river system.’ They are concerned about the
lack of awareness around cultural flows. ‘With a lot of our values, people will say they can be met
by environmental flows. They might say we don’t need cultural flows.’
Ngemba people believe past consultation practices have limited their voice. ‘We’ve been left too
long out of the conversation.’ Previously, consultation with Ngemba people has been tokenistic.
‘We have many meetings with different departments and nothing gets done.’ ‘They’re not going to
listen to the grassroots people. There’s always going to be direction that’s taken from the
departments themselves.’ This has had serious consequences, where outcomes promised in
consultation with Senior Traditional Owners about the fish ladder next to the Brewarrina Weir were
not delivered. More resources need to be allocated for First Nations’ needs.
Senior Ngemba Traditional Owners would like their nation to have a strong, working relationship
with State Government for water management, such as a water portfolio. Such a relationship
should take into account their way of thinking, using processes of ‘co-design’. ‘We need people at
the table to open these silos up.’ ‘We want First Nations knowledge and science involved in water
management.’ The Ngemba Nation would like to be part of investigating legislative instruments for
First Nations people and water rights. They see water management as a shared responsibility.
‘The onus to put correction in place is not just on blackfellas, but on whitefellas.’ To overcome the
blame that is sometimes shifted onto First Nations leadership from community, ‘departments have
a responsibility to make it clear who’s responsible for what.’ Ngemba people want all parties to be
‘accountable and transparent.’ The Ngemba Nation would also like to ‘build partnerships with each
nation that come back to governance.’ To this end, they ‘need resources and finances for a codesigned cross-nation governance council’, ‘a statutory body recognised by fellas on that side of
the table.’ They believe the NBAN structure provides a solid basis for future Nation-based
partnerships with government. ‘NBAN has done some great things. We should be avoiding at all
cost duplicating the conversation.’
Ngemba Traditional Owners see opportunities for partnerships with other bodies too, including ‘the
private sector and with established conservation groups.’ Work with the Office of Environment and
Heritage could bring together the benefits of both environmental flows and cultural flows. Such
partnerships should be ‘hands on with the people in the community.’ A good outcome for Ngemba
people would be raising awareness and providing information through education. They would like
to ‘connect to the schools so that the kids understand what’s going on with the water’. This could
include developing programs in schools, ‘having conversations and using technology’. Other
partnerships could bring together cultural science and Western science and research. Ngemba
Traditional Owners would like to work with people to gather data on ‘the state of the river’ and ‘the
impact of water management on health and wellbeing, cultural identity, youth and crime rates’, ‘to
get an idea of how people respond when the land’s doing something.’ This could be used to
develop a plan.
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The Ngemba people would like to be seen as a major stakeholder and part of planning in water
management, ‘to put our people front and centre cause we’ve always been left behind.’ ‘It’s about
time we had a say about our rivers. This type of process is allowing us to have a say.’ Senior
Ngemba Traditional Owners would like to be able to communicate with government officials who
have a similar level of authority to their own. Partnerships would take advantage of Ngemba
people’s position as Custodians living on Country. They value ‘governance that happens on
Country and through Country. Government can get an idea of how to act appropriately when doing
stuff around water’ if they ‘come out and speak to Country, in Country to people that live in the
area.’ They would like to show government officials ‘some of our special places along the river’,
especially the Ngunnhu. ‘Come to meet us at the river.’ Government bodies need to respect
Ngemba jurisdiction by engaging appropriate representation for particular parts of Country and
particular family groups. ‘We speak for the water here. Ngemba people speak for the water here.’
But consultation should be inclusive, including youth also. ‘We want an open and transparent
process with everyone coming to the table.’ Consultation also needs to be ‘action and outcome and
results focussed’. ‘We can speak to all the Nations under the sun, but in the end, I’d like to see a
bit of evidence. Evidence is about showing me something that I can see in the water.’ ‘They need
to enter into an agreement process that will look at these objectives.’
Working partnerships should also provide strong communication channels. ‘Our first protocol is to
be able to communicate properly and making sure that our communication is adhered to.’ Ngemba
people would like to have more, regular information about water management and legislation. The
Ngemba Traditional Owners ‘would like to have an interagency meeting so they can hear the same
message at the table rather than repeating it.’ They would like to do ‘service mapping around who
we need to include or approach beyond today.’ This may lead to a forum ‘to discuss these bigger
issues.’ They want to know when workshops about issues including environmental flows and
Aboriginal Waterways Assessments will be. They would like more information about water
management processes, including monitoring and compliance and water licensing. They want to
be able to ‘read’ data and information about water.
Ngemba people would like concepts translated to represent their way of thinking so that ‘the kids
know what you mean by ‘asset’. They know what you mean by ‘water.’ It’s a cultural way of talking
about it.’ Definitions must reflect Ngemba ways of thinking. For example, ‘a normal flow for the
Ngemba people would be to see that our fishtraps are covered in water.’ ‘We need to be specific
when we endorse dialogue that is around cultural things.’ Public signage around water could be
culturally designed. Non-indigenous government officials need to do their part in raising cultural
awareness, ‘to educate your people about what needs to change. This will have some long-term
benefit for [the Ngemba people]. We’re forever trying to be everything to everybody.’
The Ngemba people consulted are inspired by the opportunity this process has given them to
speak on behalf of their waters. They are interested in using technology to come up with creative
solutions for education and water management, including drought-proofing communities and
sustainable resource use. They hope that they might ‘get a better management system along the
river where we can all benefit from it, right here from Ngemba to as far upstream as we can go to
as far downstream as we can go.’ They see a positive future for productive partnerships. ‘We’re at
a critical time where we’ve got to get this right.’ ‘We have to work together or otherwise, we’re not
going to have nothing. The water’s the lifeline for all of us. The water’s got to be there for
generations to come.’ ‘It’s how we educate each other and how we work together. We’ve got a real
opportunity to make a real difference.’
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6. Findings: Categories9
6.1. Values and uses
Table 13. Values and uses: Sub-categories by theme
Themes

Sub-categories

Detail

Healthy country and people

Biodiversity

Animals: possums, kangaroo,
silver butterflies
Aquatic Life: yellowbelly, catfish,
water rats, mussels, water
spiders, turtles, yabbies
(crayfish), blackbream, cod,
shellfish, shrimp
Birdlife: pelicans, ducks,
waterbirds, emu, breeding at Lake
Narran
Plants: duckweed, trees,
coolabah tree, redgum, blackbox,
leopard wood, bulrushes, reeds,
lignum, river vegetation, aquatic
grass

Social and recreation

Family; youth; fishing; swimming;
driving near the creek; meeting
people; river as playground; sport;
tin canoes; making little boats

Domestic

Cooking; drinking; watering
gardens; washing clothes;
showering; cleaning; location for
towns; cool breeze near river

Water as life

Survival; bloodline; lifeline; our
existence

Healthy water system

Water quality; water clarity;
natural flow; fresh, running water;
seasonality; animals and water as
indicator of a healthy system;
connectivity; natural cycles;
billabongs as kidneys; riparian
zones

Water bodies

Floodplains; billabongs; creeks;
rivers; lagoons; wetlands; gilgais
(rockpools); natural water storage

9

Information contained in this section is First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided for the development and accreditation of Water
Resource Plans.
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Themes

Cultural continuity and revival

Sub-categories

Detail

Health and Wellbeing

Sensory beauty; sounds of water;
relaxation; peaceful; mental
wellbeing; spiritual connection;
walking; joy; stress release

Bush tucker

Yabbies (crayfish); mussels;
yellowbelly; cod; catfish; shrimps;
main food source; was always
plentiful

Hunting/gathering practices

Mussel diving; catching mussels
with feet; fishing; treeguarding;
gathering bait from duckweed;
collecting worms after rain;
catching shrimp with old milk tin
and soap;
Yabbying: piece of cotton with
meat; at government tanks;
underneath rocks; in holes in
rocks

Interconnectedness

Water at centre; water connects
cultural, social, spiritual,
economic and environmental;
balance; water as spirit
Connections between: water,
sky and culture; people along
river; land, culture and people;
language and water; upstream
and downstream

Cultural identity

Lore; totems (goya); ancestors;
Elders; blood; responsibility;
empowerment; knowledge;
Ngunnhu (fish traps) – tribal
divisions; values; family; language

Spirituality

Songlines; stories; dreaming;
truth; baptisms; Creator and
creation; respect

Indicators

Flowers for fish spawning; water
spiders; butterflies; water levels
for fishing; brolga for dry times;
black fly for rain; moon

Cultural knowledge and science

Indicators; river as living being;
water has responsibility to move;
eight seasons; use of fire;
astronomy; natural flow;
engineering and technology
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Themes

Custodianship

Sub-categories

Detail

Cultural sites

Ngunnhu (fishtraps); Moonbi
property; Byrock waterhole;
Aboriginal burial ground;
Gundabooka; Nellies Mount and
Mount Yambacoona; Mission;
scar trees; ochre beds

Medicine trees and edible plants

Snottygobbles; naipans; wild
bananas; lignum; dogwood

Community

Camping; family gatherings;
cooking; meeting places along
river; intertribal gatherings at
Ngunnhu; yarning; festivals;
celebrations; weddings

Economic

Food supply; farming; bartering;
technology; sustainable resource
use

Historical connections

Growing up on the river; 65, 000
years of history; Ngunnhu;
spending time with parents and
family; living in tin huts by river

Cultural practices

Ceremony; Narran Lakes; transfer
of knowledge, baptism;
collaborative ceremony; learning
and teaching; men’s business,
women’s business, economic;
weaving; baptisms

Responsibilities

Sharing water; monitoring sites;
transfer of knowledge; monitoring
flow; hard work; serving people;
caring for others; heritage
preservation

Inherent rights

Access, ownership, naming
practices

Cultural authority

Eldership; lore; speaking for
water; speaking for Country;
representation

and jurisdiction
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Themes

Sub-categories

Detail

Ngurumpaa (homelands) –
traditional and contemporary

Boundaries; Stone Country
people; fresh water people; red
soil and black soil; historical
connections; rivers as travelling
routes
Places: Ngunnhu (fish traps);
Barwon-Darling River; Cato River;
4-mile river bend; Lake Narran;
Byrock waterhole; Moonbi
Property (Ngemba) Billabong;
Sandy Bank, Black Stump;
Crowley’s rocks; straights;
Boomerang Island; Black Rock

Equity, redress and
compensation

Partnerships and
communication

Economic

Fish; organic gardening; billabong
restoration; employment; river
rangers; tourism; Museum

Ownership

Country; land; water

Water allocations

Cultural Flow, Environmental flow,
Nation-based allocation

Tangible outcomes

Action, Change, Evidence-base,
research, evaluation

Language

Terminology; People as assets;
cultural names

Consultation

Listening; cultural authority;
eldership; with people in authority;
voice

First Nations governance

Treaty between groups; NBAN;
inclusivity; First Nations
partnerships
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Figure 12. Ochre beds.
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6.2. Key Ngemba values
From the subcategories above, the following key values emerged. These are illustrated by quotes
and listed in order of frequency mentioned during consultation. This does not necessarily indicate
level of importance. The table below also indicates whether these values have social, spiritual,
cultural, environmental and economic as suggested by the MDBA guidelines.

The Ngemba people value water as part of their jurisdiction on
Country, which they exercise over specific water bodies and cultural
sites.











‘Rivers and creeks and billabongs, gilais around
Brewarrina. Old blackfellas knew all about them.’
‘The traps were given to each division of the
Ngemba people. They had their own pens where
they were allowed to fish for their own groups within
the Ngemba Nation.’
1.

‘We follow the rivers, the rocks and the mountains.
Maybe the trees might show use the boundaries.’
The Ngemba people value water for its connection to their cultural
identity through totems, historical connections, language and Country.
‘In the beginning, water is who I am. It is the centre
of my Ngurrumpaa.’
‘The internal knowledge that comes from families
that is connected to the rivers.’

2.

‘My totem. I reckon he’s one hundred percent water
that fella. Without the water then he won’t be there
and I won’t be here.’
Water is highly important to the Ngemba people’s spiritual life: as an
entity itself, it highlights the interconnectedness of all living things.
‘Its function was a spiritual thing. The water is an
entity. It had a responsibility to move.’
‘Our people believe that water is the centrepiece with
spirit. And everything else revolves around that. And
all our stories revolve around that.’

3.

‘Just to look at the river for us is a spiritual
connection.’
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Environmental

Spiritual
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Cultural

No.

Social

Table 14. Key values







Economic

Environmental

The Ngemba people value the responsibility for water, based around
lore, that comes with inherited custodianship.

Spiritual

Key value

Cultural

No.

Social
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‘Our lore is to look after these things. It’s our
responsibility. To talk about the water.
‘For 65,000 years our people have looked after
Ngurumpaa and it’s been thriving and that’ because
we’ve been looking after it, we’ve been preserving it
and we’ve been taking care of it.’
4.

‘The gift I’ve been given is to take care of Country.’
The Ngemba people value water as a healthy, connected system
requiring natural flow.









‘It was like it was organised. The river. That that’s the
way it should have been.’
‘My mum, in her time, she said that she could see
the big cods swimming along in the river. It was
crystal clear.’
5.

‘If it’s natural flow, then it’s natural water.’
The Ngemba people value the biodiversity of ecosystems reliant
on water.



‘Water is very important for the landscape itself, for
the environment: trees, birds, aquatic things.’
6.

‘When you’ve got vegetation in the river, it’s a healthy
river.’

The Ngemba people value water for the connections it brings within
and across communities.





‘It always gives you the opportunity to talk to
someone else, from somewhere else.’

7.

‘And if I look after the river well then it’s not just
going to benefit my family and my area, it’s going to
benefit upstream and downstream of me.’
The Ngemba people see water as life and value it for survival.







‘Without the river, we don’t exist .The river is our
whole existence.
8.

‘We’ve just had the river there. And it’s been our
lifeline.’
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The Ngemba people value cultural science and knowledge of water.

9.

‘The way we govern is through monitoring the health
of the water through our own cultural science and
knowledge.

6.3. Responses – Uses
From the subcategories above, the following key uses emerged. These are illustrated by quotes and listed in
order of frequency mentioned during consultation. This does not necessarily indicate level of importance. The
table below also indicates whether these values have social, spiritual, cultural, environmental and economic as
suggested by the MDBA guidelines.







Economic



Environmental

The Ngemba people use waterways to collect and cook bush tucker.

Spiritual

Key use

Cultural

No.

Social

Table 15. Key uses





‘We fish. We fish for our food. Fish was part of our
cultural diet.’
‘Our main food source was fish, cod, yellowbelly,
catfish and crayfish and shrimps.’

1.

‘We’d even catch a feed down there, wouldn’t have
to come home for a feed until late that night. You’d
always see families up and down along the riverbank
fishing.’
The Ngemba people use waterways for recreational and social
purposes, including for gatherings.



‘When the river’s healthy and flowing, there’s activity
happening there.’
‘The river was where my brothers and sisters learned
to swim. We would go to the river to play just down
the bank from where we live.’

2.

‘The old people used to go down and they used to all
gather and fish along the river there. Catch the fish.
Cook the fish. Eat there. Have their yarnings there.’
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Environmental

The Ngemba people use waterways to facilitate the transfer of
intergenerational knowledge.

Spiritual

Key use

Cultural

No.

Social
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‘My father used to take me to the river. And we’d
walk. Right out of town. And he’d teach us how to
catch the yabbies.’

3.

‘The river was a place of learning and teaching – we
were taught how to swim, how to fish and the cultural
significance of it.’
The Ngemba people use Barwon River as the site for their Ngunnhu.
‘The Ngemba fish traps are right there in the heart of
Brewarrina’
‘It’s a powerful and spiritual place that.’

4.

‘It was just so complex how it was engineered to be
working the way that it worked’
The Ngemba people use water for domestic purposes.



‘My mother used to take all us kids down to the river
when she used to do the washing on the riverbank.’
‘We lived in tin houses near the river, our cooling in
summer come from the river.’
5.

‘When the water was clean we used to drink it
straight from the river.’
The Ngemba people use waterways to practice culture.



‘Our people used to make baskets out of our river
vegetation.’

6.

‘Baptisms were special times for our community, for
our people. You feel that spiritual connection to your
creator.’
The Ngemba people use waterways for personal wellbeing through
connection to nature.
‘The river is a peaceful place. I go there to relax
when I am feeling down or stressed. This is where I
can relax and renew my strength.’

7.

‘To be happy. To sometimes go and sit there. Just sit
there and be silent for a time.’
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The Ngemba people use components of the river ecosystem as
indicators for seasons and times for cultural practices.
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‘Signs as part of the seasons. Brolga right up in the
sky circling, that’s the sign for an extreme period of
dry times. They are the signs. That’s the tradition.’

8.

‘That little flower tells us when it’s time to stay away.
When to fish. When they are spawning. Water is
important to that process.’


The Ngemba people use water for economic purposes.



‘You know, we were farmers. And you can try to be
farmers out there, but most of the farming happened
on the side of the river.’
9.

‘The fish traps bring people here now for tourism
reasons.’
The Ngemba people use waterways for boundaries and travelling
routes.





‘It was a boundary that identified boundaries for the
nations.’
10.

‘They travelled along the rivers all through Country.’
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6.4. Risks and impacts
Table 16. Risks and impacts: Sub-categories by theme
Themes

Sub-categories

Detail

Healthy country and people

Damaged country

Land clearing; trees falling into river;
narrowing riparian zone, destroyed
river banks

Invasive species

Carp, blue-green algae, weeds

Less biodiversity

Loss of bird breeding sites; less fish
spawning; yellowbelly nests exposed
Less: mussels, water spider, leeches,
birdlife, vegetation in rivers, catfish,
blackbream, cod, yellowbelly

Cultural continuity and revival

Poor water quality

Pollution; contamination; chemical runoff; ground water; ‘sick’ river; can’t
drink water

Unnatural flows and levels

Low flow; less seasonal flooding; lower
levels; no water; dry rivers and creeks;
controlled flow; dry billabongs; ground
water; drought; limited water supply;
changed natural flow; stagnant; less
rainfall

Impacted water bodies

Lake Narran, billabongs, dry creeks,
wetlands

System impact

‘Broken’ system; loss of seasonality;
management disrupting natural
systems; impact on downstream
communities; loss of filtering systems
(billabongs); destruction of river

Poor health and wellbeing

Boils; diseased fish; illness; high
mortality rate; renal failure; increased
poverty (less bush tucker); decreased
fitness levels; increase in drug and
alcohol use; suicide; psychological
negativity

Damaged cultural sites

Fish traps: damaged by weir; impact of
lower flow; beauty fading; loss of
knowledge and identity
Favourite places destroyed; no access

Less bush tucker

Less fish; less worms for bait;
unhealthy fish; less yabbies; less
shrimp; cultural diet taken away;
increased food expense
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Themes

Custodianship
and jurisdiction

Equity, redress and compensation

Sub-categories

Detail

Less cultural practice

Less fishing; less yabbying; less
mussel diving; less reeds for weaving;
no access to cultural spaces; less
baptisms in river

Less social and recreation activities

Less gatherings; less family use of
creek; losing history; less community
connections; recreational activities
stopped; less swimming; increase in
crime

Impact of colonisation

Stories broken; cultural destruction;
spirit, language and water taken;
limbo; families broken up; confused
identity; trauma; lateral violence

Loss of identity

Loss of youth identity; less transfer of
knowledge; no cultural learning at
school; disrupted cultural science and
knowledge; disrespectful behaviour;
disconnection with river spirit; knowing
your mob

Unrecognised First Nations
governance

Not recognised as stakeholders; lack
of clarity around cultural authority;
protocols and safety; lore broken

Dispossession

Living off Country, relocations, 26
language groups in Bourke; can’t
return; reserves and missions;
isolation

Unrecognised jurisdiction

No representation; lack of information;
governance structures; inherited
policies and leaders

Lack of access

Fencing; blocked off billabongs; fear;
locked out animals; fishing and
recreation spots blocked off

Poor resourcing

Lack of funding; old technology; no
Ngemba water allocation

Industrial impacts

Cotton; pollution; chemical run-off;
Cubby Station; farming; mining;
fracking; land clearing; irrigation
systems; big crops

Water allocations

Corporate greed; inequitable
allocation; over allocation; changed
natural flow; upstream influences
downstream; too many water licenses;
difficult to get into water market;
control
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Themes

Partnerships and communication

Sub-categories

Detail

Monitoring and compliance

Excessive pumping; over extraction;
illegal extraction

Infrastructure

Dams; the Brewarrina Weir; fishway;
lack of consultation

Lack of information

Second hand information only; not
enough notification of environmental
flows

Government policy and practices

Environmental flows to address
dissatisfaction; mismanagement;
decision making off Country; not
enough reinvestment in river health;
risk management; under resourcing;
policies change with leadership; First
Nations needs not present in policy;
lack of research

Cultural differences

Cultural flows not understood as
distinct from environmental flows; lore
vs. law; different systems; different
seasons; fear; different science;
sustainable resource use vs. short
term thinking; WRP vs. cultural
boundaries; integrated vs. siloed
thinking; Western culture
overpowering

Language

Different use of terminology; indistinct
language (e.g. to have regard);
policies not written for Ngemba people

Consultation practices

Left out of conversation; tokenistic;
empty promises; not involved in
decision making; not listening to
grassroots; advice ignored; box
ticking; duplication; no voice
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Figure 13. A dry Moonbi Billabong.

6.4.1. Responses – Risks to values and uses
From the subcategories above, the following key risks emerged. These are illustrated by quotes and listed in
order of frequency mentioned during consultation. This does not necessarily indicate level of importance.
1. The Ngemba people see water inequitable water allocations and management practices as a risk to
their water-dependent values and uses.
‘There is inequitable licensing. Some people are dominating the water market.’
‘Not enough money I reckon along the river is being invested back into the river.’
‘There is government mismanagement on top of the drought.’
‘We are never considered as being major stakeholders in the distribution of water.’
2. The Ngemba people see previous consultation practices as having been a risk to their waterdependent values and uses.
‘I don’t think the government and other stakeholders are actually listening enough to the
Traditional Owners.’
‘This agreement should not be viewed as tokenistic. That it won’t change because the
leadership has changed. These are the risks that we run. I’m mindful that wider agreements
need to be binding.’
‘We’ve been left too long out of the conversation.’
3. The Ngemba people see large scale industrial practices, particularly in cotton and mining, as a risk to
their water-dependent values and uses.
‘We believe that a lot of damage has been done by irrigators and those that are growing
cotton.’
‘What about the groundwater? We get no say in nothing. Fracking makes it dangerous.’
‘Corporate greed is one of the biggest problems.’
4. The Ngemba people see a mismatch between First Nations and Western cultures and worldviews as a
risk to their water-dependent values and uses.
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‘With education and language, we are in these silos. We used to have no disconnection. We
need a breaking down of the silos.’
‘The process of government are so far from reality to address the needs of our people.’
‘We have eight seasons and there’s only four seasons from those fellas across the table.’
‘I think we’ve got a different look on what we get out of the river than what non-indigenous
people look at it.’
5. The Ngemba people see the control of flow through management and infrastructure as a risk to their
water-dependent values and uses.
‘The sad state of affairs is that our people don’t know. They think it’s flowing and that it’s
neverending and it’s free, but it’s not. It’s like it’s being switched off and controlled.’
‘The natural flow will flow when it flows. We’ve stopped that by putting it in dams and all that
sort of stuff.’
6. The Ngemba people the impact of colonial practices as a risk to their water-dependent values and
uses.
‘Western culture is overpowering. You can see that on the river. It’s evidential. The impact of
that particular society and what it brought to the land.’
‘Many of our families were moved from the river to live on the reserves away from town.’
‘Spirit, water, language. See all of that got taken away.’
7. The Ngemba people see lack of resourcing and recognition of Nation-based governance as a risk to
their water-dependent values and uses.
‘We’ve become so disjointed from the process, from decision-making. Indigenous values are
so much more than just that as a title. It’s part of our DNA.’
‘Our lore hasn’t been interpreted in the inclusion. Our lore has been set aside.’
‘We have to be more strategic with our infrastructure.’
8. The Ngemba people see environmental degradation as a risk to their water-dependent values and
uses.
‘There has been a lot of damage done to our rivers. We see the damage that carp have made
to our rivers.’
‘Drought is having a big impact’.
9. The Ngemba people see language and communication of information as a risk to their waterdependent values and uses.
‘We only get second-hand information, when we do get it.’
‘Is it written for us or is it written for the other side of the table? Like the word ‘advise’. My
authority is taken away with these words.’

6.4.2. Responses – Impacts of water management practices
From the subcategories above, the following key impacts emerged. These are illustrated by quotes and listed
in order of frequency mentioned during consultation. This does not necessarily indicate level of importance.
1. There is less bush tucker for Ngemba people to catch and eat, impacting socially and economically.
‘You’d always see families, always up and down along the riverbank fishing. You don’t see that anymore. You
couldn’t depend on it now. You’d starve.’

‘Fish was a part of our cultural diet. And that’s been taken away. Since the river has
deteriorated to the state that it’s in now.’
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‘I”ve fished for over forty years and I used to fish every week. I haven’t done that for years
now.’
2. Ngemba people notice the impact of lower flow on the health and connectivity of the system.
‘Wetlands - all that’s sort of dried up and gone. The billabongs an essential part of the river,
the kidneys.’
‘The flows are being held up above our community and the water is not able to flow through to
the other communities.’
‘The natural flow’s changed heaps.’
3. Ngemba people have noticed major impacts on river health and water quality.
‘The river has deteriorated so much around that section. It’s so wrong for the river to be in the
state it is.’
‘The river’s not running to clean it out. Pollution is a big issue. Pollution coupled with the lack
of flow.’
‘The river banks are destroyed.’
4. A loss of ability to transfer knowledge to the next generation is impacting on the cultural identity of
young Ngemba people, causing social issues.
‘We use to teach the kids mussel diving, go and catch the mussel and eat the mussels. You
can’t do that no more.’
‘What’s happening when the kids go down and throw a bottle in the river and smash it?
Disrespect. Disconnection of youth with the river spirit.’
‘The thing with identity has been taken away from the people.’
5. The health and wellbeing of Ngemba people is being negatively affected.
‘We’re in desperate situations and desperate times. We see our communities dying. Our
people are dying.’
‘Many of the kidney problems that our people are experiencing in our community today is
related to the poor water quality.’
‘People connect suicide with water.’
6. Ngemba people have noticed a decrease in biodiversity and an impact on animals.
‘No it’s not good quality water. It’s killing the fish.. and the birdlife.’
‘Lake Narran. That was a breeding place for birds and everything. There’s none of that, cause
there’s no water.’
‘The water spider was very important in our water system and we don’t see him no more.’
7. Ngemba people have noticed an impact on connections both within their community and with other
First Nations communities.
‘Our people are not using the river for recreational purposes. Activities down the river have
stopped. It’s forced people into town.’
‘It’s a place where we’re able to go and communicate with other people on the rivers. We don’t
do that no more.’
8. Ngemba cultural sites are being damaged and impacted by lower flow and level.
‘Well you’ve only got to look at our fish traps today to see the devastation that’s befallen our
fish traps down there. It’s just terrible to see that there’s not one drop of water running through
it.’
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“There is a deterioration of the sacred sites out there through lack of rain and lack of water.
They would have been great gathering sites for the Ngemba people in the old days.’
‘The degradation of the fish traps has impacted knowledge. It has a cultural negativity that
surrounds it.’
9. Ngemba people are losing access to their sites and waterways.
‘Many of our waterways are polluted and we do not have access to them.’
‘Having that access today is critical. It’s more critical now than ever cause they’ve fenced it off.
There’s lore around access.’
10. Ngemba people are losing their ability to engage in cultural practices.
‘So my mum used to be a weaver. A basket weaver. She can’t do it no more cause the reeds
aren’t there no more. Because the water’s not there.’
‘Today they do the baptisms in the pools and it’s not the same because you feel that spiritual
connection to your creator, to your god, and it’s not there anymore.’
11. Ngemba people are finding it difficult to continue their custodianship responsibilities to care for Country.
12. The Ngemba leadership feels burdened by these impacts and suffers misdirected blame.
‘We get the blame for the water, at the expense of the department. There is lateral violence
directed at the people.’

6.5. Objectives and outcomes
The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise the aim of consultation processes should be ‘to identify Traditional
Owners’ objectives for water management, and the desired outcomes that the objectives would contribute
towards.’



‘Objectives are commonly understood to mean ‘aspirations’ or ‘goals’, and is often expressed as
wishes.’
‘Outcomes is commonly thought of as the result of achieving an objective – in other words, what
happens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is fulfilled.’ (3)

Objectives and outcomes are presented in themes. Responses were coded, grouped and allocated
subcategories. Objectives were derived from these grouped responses. Detail from responses has informed
outcomes within each objective. The number of responses within each group was added to prioritise and order
objectives by frequency. This order is a rough guide only and does not necessarily indicate priority based on
importance.
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6.5.1. Healthy country and people
Table 17. Healthy country and people: Objectives and outcomes by frequency
Objectives

Outcomes

Rivers, creeks and bodies of water function together as a
flowing, connected system

Flows are natural and continuous.
Billabongs, lagoons, waterholes and creeks are filled
regularly, including Narran Lakes, the Moonbi Billabong
and Cato Creek.
Flows reach and sustain communities lower down the river.
The Ngunnhu are restored by continuous flow.

Native animals and fish in and near waterways are
protected, healthy and increase in population

Native fish, particularly yellowbelly, are plentiful and
healthy.
Fish breeding areas are mapped and protected.
Managed cultural and environmental flows support fish
breeding.
Biodiversity increases, particularly of aquatic life.
Animals, aquatic life and birds used for bush tucker and as
indicators increase in population.

Water environments are restored to good health, including
clean, good quality water in rivers and creeks and
functioning riparian zones

Ngemba people can drink river and creek water.
River and creek water is clear.
Aquatic animals are healthy.
Plants in riparian zones, including bush tucker and
medicine trees, grow abundantly.
Riverbanks are restored and erosion managed.

Waterways support the health and wellbeing of the
Ngemba community and its people

Ngemba people can use water for domestic purposes.
The Ngemba community is ‘drought-proofed’ with a secure
water supply for domestic and community use.
Young people can play by rivers and creeks.
Ngemba people no longer suffer from unnecessary illness
and infection.
Mental health issues and crime decrease.
Ngemba people connect to their waterways for joy and
relaxation.
Research is conducted into impact of water on health and
wellbeing, related particularly to youth and crime.
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6.5.2. Cultural continuity and revival
Table 18. Cultural continuity and revival: Objects and outcomes by frequency
Objectives

Outcomes

The Ngemba people revive their practice of using
waterways for the transfer of knowledge

Young people have a sense of cultural identity.
Elders teach about water, culture, medicine and food on
Country again.
Young people practice culture as their elders did.
Young people become involved in activities caring for
water.
Waterways are used for traditional transition ceremonies,
including men’s business and women’s business.
Partnerships with schools are built to develop education
packages around cultural water use.
The use of technology is explored to revive traditional
knowledge transfer practices.
Young people are grounded in and strengthened by their
own cultural identity, decreasing crime.

The Ngunnhu are protected as an important cultural site.

The Ngunnhu have sufficient flow to maintain their
functionality.
Tourism opportunities flourish.
The Ngemba people have custodianship of the Ngunnhu.

Cultural knowledge, practices and sites along waterways
are comprehensively mapped

Ngemba people are able to use their cultural water
knowledge and science.
Cultural seasons and indicators inform water planning.
Cultural sites, and fish and bird breeding sites are
protected.
Bush tucker locations and seasons are mapped.
Water planning incorporates events, such as ceremonies
and festivals, in a cultural calendar.

The Ngemba people continue and revive cultural practices
by waterways

Ngemba people are able to continue their practice and
cultural identity as fishing people.
Ngemba people are able to gather and cook bush tucker,
including yabbies.
The Ngemba people are able to continue family gatherings
by water.
The practice of weaving continues and is revived.
Cultural cooking practices, such as cooking in the ground
by the river, are continued and revived.
Naming practices are acknowledged with signs.
Young people swim and play regularly in the river again.
The Ngemba people are able to talk in language around
and to water.
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6.5.3. Custodianship and jurisdiction
Table 19. Custodianship and jurisdiction: Objectives and outcomes by frequency
Objectives

Outcomes

The Ngemba people have access to their culturally
important water-dependent sites and areas

Ngemba people have access down to rivers.
Cultural access rights are supported by policy and
legislation across departments, co-designed with Ngemba
TOs.
Access to sites supports activities for families and young
people.

Ngemba people have ownership of culturally important
lands and waters

Cultural sites and practices are maintained.

Ngemba people are employed in water management in
roles including conservation and monitoring

Ngemba people are employed in water work: as river
rangers in monitoring and conservation; as water police; on
fish farms; rebuilding billabongs.
Long-term unemployment is eased.
Opportunities for water-based tourism are embraced.
Young people are working in hands-on roles on Country in
their traditional role as custodians.
River reaches are maintained; water quality is monitored.
Ngemba people engage in ongoing capacity building and
professional development.
Technology is incorporated into water-based work.
Community signage is designed and written by Ngemba
people in their own language and/or communication style.
Regular Nation-based clean up days are held.

An economic base is built for the Ngemba people.

Ngemba people are trained in research and data collection.
The Ngemba people have control over their own water
governance model and processes

Ngemba governance is grounded in culture: Ngemba
values, cultural protocols and guiding principles are
mapped and strongly asserted through a governance
model.
Ngemba governance is inclusive.
Future generations have a legacy of strong, nation-based
governance.
The cultural authority of Elders is respected and upheld.
Consultation is with local, grassroots Traditional Owners
who have authority to speak for Country.
Ngemba people are self-determining.
Ngemba governance is built around evidence-based
jurisdiction.
Lore is maintained and practiced.
Water planning is guided by comprehensive research,
evidence and data collection.
A youth Ngemba voice is represented.
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Objectives

Outcomes

The Ngemba people have control over their water interests
to continue their role as custodians.

Ngemba make decisions about water on their Country.
Ngemba people are able to work towards their goal of
peace for all people on their Country.
Ngemba people use cultural knowledge and science to
manage their waterways.
Water planning includes ‘on Country’ consultation with
Ngemba people as custodians.
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6.5.4. Equity, redress and compensation
Table 20. Equity, redress and compensation: Objectives and outcomes by frequency
Objectives

Outcomes

The Ngemba Nation is given its own water allocation

The Ngemba Nation is recognised as a key stakeholder.
Greater equity is achieved.
The Ngemba Nation can participate in the water market.
The Ngemba Nation has water to manage on their own
behalf.
Water is allocated for all required lands and water bodies
within the Ngemba Nation, including the Moonbi property,
wetlands and billabongs.
Ngemba people begin to heal as they are given some
compensation for damage caused to their land and waters.

Greater equity and balance between stakeholders is
achieved in water allocations

Less water is allocated for cotton.
Neighbouring First Nations stakeholders are taken into
consideration in water allocation.
Water is shared more equitably between stakeholders.
Large-scale water users reinvest back in the river system.
Monitoring and compliance is thorough and people are held
accountable.

The Ngemba people receive water in the form of cultural
flows

Cultural practices and cultural events are supported by
cultural flows.
Cultural flows are allocated to support fishing practices and
breeding.
Cultural flows are allocated to support the gathering of
bush tucker.
Cultural flows are seen as distinct from environmental
flows.
Information about cultural flows including applications,
policies and their release are given clearly to Ngemba
people.
The Ngemba people are supported to run billabong
restoration projects in each community with cultural flows.

Ngemba economic interests are encouraged and supported

Entrepreneurial activities thrive.
Fish breeding is supported as a Ngemba enterprise.
Native and organic farming and seed propagation is
supported as a Ngemba enterprise.
The Ngemba Nation is allocated water to support their
economic interests.
The Ngemba Nation is given support to fulfil their
aspirations of billabong restoration at the Moonbi property.
The Ngemba people have infrastructure to store water for
their own economic and cultural purposes.
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6.5.5. Partnerships and communication
Table 21. Partnerships and communication: Objectives and outcomes by frequency
Objectives

Outcomes

Strong, respectful and effective partnerships are built
between the Ngemba Nation and other stakeholders in
water planning

Ngemba Nation-specific cultural awareness training is
conducted with stakeholders.
Relationships and strong communications are built
between Ngemba people, irrigators and land-owners.
The Ngemba people build partnership and enterprises with
the private sector and established conservation groups.
Research partnerships are built.

Cultural awareness is built across government departments

Custodianship and jurisdiction of the Ngemba people on
their Country is acknowledged by government in policy and
practice.
Governments make their own responsibilities clear to
community members, acknowledge the role of cultural
leadership.
First Nations leaders meet with people in equivalent
authority.
Communication is culturally appropriate and language
tailored to Ngemba people.
An interagency meeting is held with the Ngemba people to
represent their interests that connect across departments in
the one meeting.
An Aboriginal Water Act is developed.
Government caters effectively for rights and interests of
Traditional Owners.

Ngemba people are informed clearly and consistently about
water policy, planning and practices

Regular updates on releases, river health, environmental
and cultural flows are given to Ngemba communities.
Channels of regular, culturally appropriate communication
are set up between the Ngemba people, NBAN, NSW
Department of Industry and other departments.
Rivers and creeks on Ngemba Country are monitored
regularly with results going directly to the people.
Ngemba people are trained to use existing databases and
research practices.
Ngemba people know which department to approach for
particular issues.
Workshops are held to raise understanding of issues such
as environmental flows, AWAs, water licenses etc.
Water compliance issues and charges should be on the
public record.
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Objectives

Outcomes

The Ngemba Nation has strong, coordinated representation
within NSW Department of Industry

Resources and support is given for Ngemba people
manage a nation-based decision-making water body to
work with State government.
The Ngemba Nation has a voice with culturally-determined
jurisdiction.
The Ngemba people speak for the water and the creatures
within it.
The Ngemba Nation has a portfolio within the NSW
Department of Industry.
NBAN’s model of nation-based representation is built upon
and supported.
Ngemba cultural authority is mapped out, respected and
upheld in representation.
State water planning takes into consideration the Ngemba
worldview, supporting integrated rather than siloed thinking.
When working on Country, government bodies approach
local representative Ngemba Traditional Owners as the first
port of call. .
The Ngemba people are recognised in real, practical ways
as a key stakeholder in water planning.
Processes working with government are open and
transparent.

The Ngemba people continue partnerships with other First
Nations for water management

Treaties between Nations reinforce relationships for mutual
benefit.
Resources are given for a co-designed cross-nation
governance council.
The NBAN model is strengthened and utilised.

The Ngemba people use and monitor environmental water
in partnership with NSW Department of Industry and Office
of Environment and Heritage

Environmental water is used alongside cultural water,
maximising outcomes.
Fish breeding increases.
Flow is restored to watercourses of cultural importance to
Ngemba people.
Biodiversity increases to benefit both the environment and
Ngemba people.

Consultation with Ngemba people regarding their water
interests is consistent, culturally appropriate and effective

Ngemba cultural protocols are followed to ensure cultural
safety,
Feedback is given after consultation.
Nations are the basis for consultation.
Consultation is not merely tokenistic, but is followed by
action.
Ngemba people are consulted about Country to which they
have cultural connection.
Agreements made are binding.
Consultation should be facilitated by First Nations people.
The government maintain a stakeholder list in consultation
with Ngemba people.
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Figure 14. Fishway after environmental flow, 2018.
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Figure 15. Fishway during dry times, 2018.
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Appendix A: Surface water map

Figure 16. A guide to Tradition Owner Groups for Water Resource Plan areas: Surface water.
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Appendix B: Ground water map

Figure 17. A guide to Traditional Owner Groups for Water Resource Plans: Groundwater.
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Appendix C: Data Use Agreement Interviews
INFORMATION USE AGREEMENT
Face-to-Face Interviews
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation
For Water Resource Plans
Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry

This agreement is made on

__________________________ 2018

Between

_________________________ of ____________________________________

And

Dhirranggal Solutions Pty Ltd
of 31 Doyle St, Brewarrina NSW 2037.

1 Background
1.1 Dhirranggal Solutions has been contracted by Lands & Water, NSW
Department of Industry (NSW Department of Industry) to conduct
culturally appropriate consultation on a nation by nation basis to ensure
that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the
development of NSW Water Resource Plans (WRPs). These consultations
will assist NSW Department of Industry to meet its objectives in
delivering water planning as per the Murray Darling Basin Plan under the
Water Act 2007. Throughout this agreement, Dhirranggal Solutions
operate on behalf of NSW Department of Industry.

Dhirranggal Solutions are holding
culturally appropriate consultation
for Lands & Water, Department of
Industry (NSW Department of
Industry) for the development of
Water Resource Plans.

1.2 Based in Western New South Wales, Dhirranggal Solutions is a 50%
indigenous-owned company delivering community-led and culturally
appropriate consultation. It is owned and operated by Jason Ford.

Dhirranggal Solutions is an
indigenous company from Western
New South Wales run by Jason
Ford.
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1.3 Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry are aware that
there are culturally appropriate processes and protocols that need to be
followed to maintain community confidence in recognising spiritual,
social, customary and economic values of water to First Nations people.
The consultation aims to be guided by Traditional Owners, including
involvement in stakeholder mapping, workshop planning and the review
process.

Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW
Department of Industry will be
guided by Traditional Owners
to follow cultural processes and
protocols during the
consultation.

1.4 The consultation process will consist of a series of interviews with Senior
Traditional Owners in September and October, including walks on
country. These will be followed by a number of workshops in different
locations in November. The review process gives Traditional Owners the
chance to check the draft consultation report in December.

The consultation process
follows three stages:
1. Senior Traditional Owner
Interviews.
2. Traditional Owner
workshops.
3. Review with Senior
Traditional Owners.

2 Definitions
First Nations Cultural Knowledge means accumulated knowledge which
encompasses spiritual relationships, relationships with the natural
environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and
relationships with the natural environment and the sustainable use of
natural resources, and relationships between people, which are reflected
in language, narratives, social organisation, values, beliefs, and cultural
laws and customs.

First Nations Cultural Knowledge is
the knowledge built up over
generations that belongs to First
Nations people and communities.

Ngemba Nation

The Murray Darling Basin Plan came into effect in November 2012. The
Basin Plan legislation guides governments, regional authorities and
communities to sustainably manage and use the waters of the Murray–
Darling Basin, ensuring water is shared between all users.

The Murray Darling Basin Plan legally
guides governments and communities
in managing the water of the Murray
Darling Basin.

Objectives are defined by the Murray Darling Basin Authority as
commonly understood to mean ‘aspirations’ or ‘goals’, and are often
expressed as wishes.

Objectives are goals.

Outcomes are defined by the Murray Darling Basin Authority as
commonly thought of as the result of achieving an objective – in other
words, what happens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is fulfilled.

Outcomes are the things that happen
when a goal is achieved.

The term Traditional Owners is used by the Murray Darling Basin
Authority to refer to those with recognised cultural authority to speak for
Country.

Traditional Owners are people with
cultural authority to speak for Country.

Values and Uses (Water Dependent) means places, areas, sites and/or
practices that have cultural significance to First Nations people and
require a certain water quantity or quality to be sustained.

Values and Uses are cultural places,
areas sites and practices that need
water.
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The Murray Darling Basin Plan came into effect in November 2012. The
Basin Plan legislation guides governments, regional authorities and
communities to sustainably manage and use the waters of the Murray–
Darling Basin, ensuring water is shared between all users.

The Murray Darling Basin Plan legally
guides governments and communities
in managing the water of the Murray
Darling Basin.

Water Resource Plans (WRPs) establish rules to meet environmental and
water quality objectives and will take into account potential and
emerging risks to water resources. WRPs will play a key role in ensuring
implementation of limits on the quantity of surface and groundwater that
can be taken from the Murray Darling Basin for consumptive purposes.
The NSW Government will develop 22 water resource plans (WRPs) to set
out arrangements to share water for consumptive use. These cover many
Aboriginal communities across the Murray Darling Basin.

Water Resource Plans (WRPs) set out
rules for water management. There are
22 Water Resource Plans for New
South Wales. They cover either surface
water or ground water.

Water sharing plans (WSPs) establish rules for sharing water between
different types of water use and ensure that water is provided for the
health of the system. WSPs have been developed for rivers and
groundwater systems across New South Wales following the introduction
of the Water Management Act 2000. WSPs have a term of ten years. Prior
to expiry of the ten year term of a water sharing plan, the plan is
reviewed to determine whether it should be extended or replaced. In the
inland region of NSW, most water sources will also be subject to the
requirements of the Commonwealth’s Basin Plan.

Water Sharing Plans (WSPs) set out
rules for sharing water between users
in New South Wales. They last for ten
years.

3 Your Participation
3.1 As a Ngemba Traditional Owner, you are invited to participate in a faceto-face-interview to provide information on the following:
 Ngemba cultural values and uses around water
 Objectives and outcomes to protect and manage these values
and uses
 Culturally appropriate guidelines for running a workshop on
Ngemba country

This interview will ask for the
following information:
 Ngemba values and uses of
water
 Goals for Ngemba water
management
 Suggestions for running
workshops on water

3.2 These are possible ways information may be gathered:

You can choose to give this
information in an interview or
during a walk on Country.



Open questions: a series of open questions will be asked about
Gomeroi objectives and outcomes based on water-dependent
values and uses.



Walks on country: Opportunity will be given to show assets in a
walk on Country, including photography with permission. If
time doesn’t permit during this interview, a NSW Water
Cultural Officer will conduct this at a later stage.
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3.2 These are possible ways information may be gathered:


Open questions: a series of open questions will be asked about
Gomeroi objectives and outcomes based on water-dependent
values and uses.



Walks on country: Opportunity will be given to show assets in a
walk on Country, including photography with permission. If
time doesn’t permit during this interview, a NSW Water
Cultural Officer will conduct this at a later stage.

You can choose to give this
information in an interview or
during a walk on Country.

3.3 The interview will be conducted by Jason Ford of Dhirranggal Solutions at
a place and time negotiated with you. There may be other people present
in the interview, including a local Ngemba community organiser; and a
representative from NSW Department of Industry.

You will be interviewed by Jason
Ford from Dhirranggal Solutions.
Other people might be there,
including someone from NSW
Department of Industry.

3.4 Your participation is voluntary.

You are volunteering to do this
interview.

3.5 You may withdraw your participation and information at any stage up
until the consultation report has been finalised.

You can change your mind at any
time up until the report is written.

4 Purpose and Scope
4.1 The information gathered from you will be organised with other
interview data by Dhirranggal Solutions and used to structure a series of
workshops on Ngemba country in October and November. The
workshops will be organised in a culturally appropriate way according to
advice given by you and other Traditional Owners.

Your information and information
from other Senior Traditional
Owners will be used to run
workshops in October and
November on Ngemba country.

4.2 Information from both the interviews and the workshop will be used by
Dhirranggal Solutions to write a consultation report on objectives and
outcomes based on Ngemba water-dependent values and uses.

Information from interviews and
workshops will be used in a report
on Ngemba water values, uses and
goals.

4.3 Water Resource Plans specify how water will be shared and managed
within a specified area. Information from this consultation will be used in
the following WRPs:

Information from the report will be
used to write New South Wales
Water Resource Plans for areas
covering Ngemba Country.

 Surface Water WRPs: Macquarie-Castlereagh, Barwon-Darling
watercourse, Intersecting Streams
 Ground Water WRPs: Darling Alluvium, Lachlan and South Western
Fractured Rock, NSW Great Artesian Basin Shallow
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4 Purpose and Scope
4.4

Water Resource Plans incorporate existing water planning and
management within NSW (including Water Sharing Plans), as well as
meeting the requirements in Chapter 10, part 14, sections 10.52 – 10.55
of the Basin Plan. These ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners
regarding their stated objectives and outcomes based on waterdependent values and uses are taken into account in the water resource
planning process. It is hoped that First Nations people will wish to be
involved in water planning in the future. This round of consultations for
the development of WRPs will establish a basis for how culturally
appropriate consultation can be incorporated into future water planning
in NSW.

Water Resource Plans make sure
Traditional Owners needs are heard
in water planning in NSW. They are
just a start. This consultation will
also look at culturally appropriate
ways for Traditional Owners to be
involved in water planning in NSW
in the future.

5 First Nations Cultural Knowledge
5.1 Any First Nations Cultural Knowledge you provide as part of this
consultation is owned by either yourself or a legal entity nominated by
you, as a representative of the Ngemba Nation.

The First Nations Cultural
Knowledge you give in this
interview is owned by you or
someone you choose.

5.2 First Nations Cultural Knowledge might be collected as part of this
interview in one or more of the following ways:

The knowledge you give in this
interview might be collected in a
voice recording, in notes and in
photographs.

 in a voice recording of the interview process
 in written notes taken as part of the interview process
 in photographs of values and assets on country.
5.3 When providing First Nations Cultural Knowledge, you must identify it
appropriately and clearly acknowledge to Dhirranggal Solutions what you
are willing to share with NSW Department of Industry.

Please tell us when you are sharing
First Nations Cultural Knowledge.
Let us know if you don’t want it
shared with NSW Department of
Industry.

5.4 First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided to NSW Department of
Industry as part of this consultation will be clearly marked. It can only be
used by NSW Department of Industry in the following ways:

NSW Department of Industry can
only use the First Nations Cultural
Knowledge you share today for
Water Resource Plans and water
planning. They may also use it for
research and education within the
Department.



in the development and creation of WRPs



to obtain accreditation for the WRP from the Murray Darling
Basin Authority



for water planning in NSW



and for internal research and education

5.5 If NSW Department of Industry wants to use the First Nations Cultural
Knowledge provided as part of the consultation in a way other than those
listed in 5.4, it must approach you or your nominated representative.

NSW Department of Industry needs
to contact you if it wants to use
your knowledge in any other way.
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5 First Nations Cultural Knowledge
5.6 To ensure best possible protection measures, in some cases, approximate
locations of cultural values and assets may need to be recorded. You do
not need to share exact locations.

If you want to tell us about cultural
sites, you don’t need to tell us
exactly where they are.

6 Data collection and storage
6.1 The information you contribute to the consultation report will be
deidentified.

Your name won’t be on the
information you share for the report.

6.2 While the information is stored, it will be allocated a reference
number rather than your name. A list with your name and associated
reference number will be stored by NSW Department of Industry in a
password-protected database, separate to the consultation report
and accessible only with your permission by First Nations Cultural
Water Officers.

Your information will be given a
number. Your name and this number
will be kept separately from your
information. They will be held by
Aboriginal staff at NSW Department of
Industry.

6.3 Dhirranggal Solutions would like to gather some personal information
from you such as your family group, gender and age range to be used
to organise information gathered. Passing on this information is
voluntary.

You will be asked for information like
your age, gender and family group.
This will help organise information. You
don’t need to give this if you don’t
want to.

6.4

When the report is written, the voice
recording will be given back to you or
someone you choose below.

On completion of the consultation report, the interview recording will
be returned to you or a representative of your choice. This interview
recording may contain First Nations Cultural Knowledge you do not
wish to disclose to NSW Department of Industry. Please nominate
below who you would like this returned to.

6.5 Dhirranggal Solutions will temporarily store the deidentified audio
recording on a password-protected computer only accessible by Jason
Ford and consultant Alexandra Dixon. This copy will be deleted once
the consultation report has been written.

Your voice recording will be kept by
Dhirranggal Solutions until they write
the report. They will delete it after it is
returned to you.

6.6

The written notes from your interview
will be kept for up to two years by
Dhirranggal Solutions.

Dhirranggal Solutions will store deidentified written interview notes
on a password protected computer only accessible by Jason Ford and
Alexandra Dixon. This will be saved until the completion of the NSW
consultation, for up to two years.

6.7 Any photos taken during the course of the interview will be checked
with you before being included in the final consultation report. Photos
not used in this report will be returned to you or your nominated
representative.

We will check photos with you before
they are put in the report. All photos
will be returned to you or someone
you choose.
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6 Data collection and storage
6.8 NSW Department of Industry can only store your First Nations Cultural
Knowledge:
 as part of the final consultation report provided by Dhirranggal
Solutions

NSW Department of Industry will only
keep the consultation report. They will
not keep recordings, notes or photos.

 as part of the Water Resource Plan
6.4 Dhirranggal Solutions would like to create an audio recording and take
written notes during your interview. The audio recording will be
transcribed and to gather information for the report. Please indicate
any First Nations Cultural Knowledge that you do not wish to share
with NSW Department of Industry and it will be omitted from the
transcription.

We would like to record this interview
so we can use your information in the
report. If there are parts you don’t
want us to write down later, please let
us know.

7 Publication and Review
7.1 You will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report
with Dhirranggal Solutions at one stage in July 2018. Please indicate
below whether you would like to do this by person or via email.

You can check the draft copy of the
report in July. Please let us know if you
want to do this in person or through
email.

7.2 Traditional Owner viewpoints will be prioritised as part of this
consultation and in the review of the draft.

8 Contacts
Please contact the following people for more information or clarification:
Dhirranggal Solutions

Jason Ford

0456 536 683
dhirranggal@gmail.com

NSW Department of Industry

Darren Murray

0418 647 836
darren.murray@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Kara Talbot

kara.talbot@dpi.nsw.gov.au
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AGREEMENT: Face-to-Face Interviews
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation
For Water Resource Plans (NSW Department of Industry)
☐

I have read the information use agreement or have had it read to me.

☐

I agree to being interviewed by Dhirranggal Solutions and having the interview recorded.

I understand the recording and any photos taken will be stored temporarily by Dhirranggal Solutions.
When the project is finished, I would like the recording and any photos:
☐

Returned to me and all other copies destroyed.

☐
Given to ……………………………………………of…………….…………………………………………………
my authorized representative for storage and all other copies destroyed.

as

I would like the opportunity to review the draft consultation report
☐

in person

Or

☐

via email.

☐
I will identify any First Nations Cultural Knowledge I provide that may or may not be
by NSW Department of Industry for the purposes of creating WRPs.

Name: _____________________________

used

Name: _____________________________
(Director: Dhirranggal Solutions)

Signature:__________________________
Signature: __________________________
Contact:____________________________
Contact: ___________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: _____________________________
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Appendix D: Data Use Agreement Workshops
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Workshops (Ngemba)
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation
For Water Resource Plans
Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the consultation workshops held by NSW Department of Industry,
Water (NSW Department of Industry) on 31 October and 1 November 2018.
Purpose
NSW Department of Industry is conducting culturally appropriate consultation on a nation-by-nation basis
to ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the development of NSW
Water Resource Plans (WRPs). These consultations will assist NSW Department of Industry to meet its
objectives in delivering water planning as per the Murray Darling Basin Plan under the Water Act 2007.
NSW Department of Industry will be gathering information about First Nations values and uses of water.
You will also be asked to identify any potential risks to these values and uses, as well as some objectives
and outcomes for their preservation and management.
Information Use
Dhirranggal Solutions, on behalf of NSW Department of Industry, will be gathering written notes on
information you provide. These will be used to write a consultation report to inform the development of
specific Water Resource Plans in New South Wales. Notes from the workshop will be retained by
Dhirranggal Solutions for review purposes, but will not be given to NSW Department of Industry. The report
and notes will not be used for any other purpose.
Your name will not be stored with any of the information provided. Your name and other details you choose
to provide on the participant register will be used for feedback and statistics only.
Photography
Dhirranggal Solutions may take photos throughout the workshop for use in the consultation report and on
NSW Department of Industry’s internal social media. Please indicate your consent below.
Review
Senior Traditional Owners will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report. All
stakeholders will be given the opportunity to view Water Resource Plans as they go on public exhibition
throughout 2018/2019.

Please contact Jason Ford on 0456 536 683 or for more information.
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PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT
Workshops (Ngemba)
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation
For Water Resource Plans
Lands & Water, NSW Department of Industry

I have been provided information about this workshop and agree to participate.

I consent to Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry collecting notes on my feedback and
using them to provide a consultation report for writing Water Resource Plans.

I agree to Dhirranggal Solutions including me in photos of the workshop for the consultation report and
NSW Department of Industry’s internal social media.
YES or NO
I would like my details below to be added to a list for further consultation and information about water
planning in New South Wales
YES or NO
(Please add details below)

Name: _________________________________ Signed: ________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________________ Email:__________________________________
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Appendix E: Interview Questions and Checklist
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based Consultation
For Water Resource Plans
Crown Lands & Water (NSW Department of Industry)
Face-to-Face Interviews
Checklist and Questions
Background
What is your family group?
How many people do you represent?
How do you like to be identified in terms of your Nation?
What areas within the Ngemba Nation do you want to talk about? (Which areas do you have links
to?)
How do you want the interview to be done? Where do you feel most comfortable? (general
questions at home, walk on country, photographs)
Interview Questions
Do you know much about how they manage water in New South Wales?
(explain process)
What is your understanding of the terms values, objectives and outcomes?
Values and Uses
What does water mean to Ngemba?
How does it fit into Ngyimpaa culture and lifestyle? (cultural, social,
environmental, spiritual and economic)
What are some of the values water holds to you?
What are some of the general uses for water for Ngemba people?
What assets in Ngemba Country need water?
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Management
Are your water interests being managed well at the moment? Why/why not?
What are the risks to protection and management of Ngemba water interests? How can these be
addressed?
Are there any ways you could work together with government or other stakeholders to manage
water better for Ngemba?
Objectives and Outcomes
What goals would you like to see over the next ten years to ensure sustainability of Ngemba water
interests?
What outcomes would you like to see in the next ten years if Ngemba water is managed well.

Workshop
We would like to establish an agreed process for wider consultation in the Ngemba Nation, so we
are asking for your input.


What is the best way to record views and concerns of participants at a workshop? (video
recording, audio recording, written submissions, photo documentary)



Where are the best locations on Ngemba country and in your area to hold a workshop?



What food would you like to have?



What is the best way to get the word out for your people? (newspaper, facebook, posters,
email list)



What/who are the key groups/organisations and individuals who should be invited?



What are good times of day to hold a workshop?



What cultural protocols should we follow in the workshop?
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Appendix F: Responses from interviews
Table 22. Responses from Senior Traditional Owners: Face-to-face interviews
Categories

Responses

Values

Centre; balance; custodianship and caring for
Country; community; interconnected system;
lifeline; cultural identity; spiritual; economic;
health and wellbeing; plants and animals; water
health; history.

Uses

Boundaries; bush tucker; medicine and healing;
recreation; domestic; culture; gatherings;
transfer of knowledge.

Impacts

Very low flow; less bush tucker; biodiversity;
economic stress; lack of access; less
gatherings; less swimming; pollution; loss of
culture; health and wellbeing; transfer of
knowledge.

Risks

Agriculture; management of flow; lack of cultural
understanding; greed; lack of access; pollution;
lack of information; no community involvement;
carp.

Objectives and outcomes

Access; water health and quality; increased
biodiversity; flows (natural and cultural);
connected system; First Nations voice and
involvement; Ngunnhu (fish traps) restoration
and custodianship; caring for Country; cultural
protocols followed; transfer of knowledge;
language; economic base; water allocations;
improved health and wellbeing.
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